
Postal history of

Nova Scotia & New Brunswick
part 1: To 1851

NS & NB
joined Canada in 1867; this marks the endpoint of both
parts of the exhibit. This part covers the period up to
6 July 1851, when both provinces acquired control of their

own post office. Much of what follows was extracted from [jgy] and [jj].

This region of North America was disputed by the English and French, from the seventeenth
century. The 1713 Treaty of Utrecht gave the British Nova Scotia (except Cape Breton) and left
Acadia (nowmostlyNewBrunswick) in the hands of the French. However, as a result the building
of the Halifax fortress (1749) and general incompetence by the French, the British conquered and
retained all the French colonies in the area, except St Pierre & Miquelon.

This was confirmed by the Treaty of Paris (1763), concluding the Seven YearsWar. In 1755, the
British had expelled those Acadians who refused to swear allegiance to the British. They went
to Louisiana, p e i, or returned to France.

In 1763, Nova Scotia was declared (by George iii) to consist of what is now Nova Scotia (in-
cluding Cape Breton), New Brunswick, and p e i (Isle St Jean). In 1769, p e i was severed from this
union. With the Revolutionary War, loyalists came by the thousands to settle in the enlarged
Nova Scotia, the peak being in 1783.

In 1784, both Cape Breton and New Brunswick became separate colonies as a result of u e l

immigration. But Cape Breton was poorly managed and did not prosper, so that in 1820, it was
reunited with Nova Scotia. (Nonetheless, many post offices' postmarks, issued in the 1840s, used
the abbreviation c b rather than n s.) There were no further boundary changes to Nova Scotia.

The region prospered in the early to middle nineteenth century; shipbuilding became a major
concern, and Halifax a significant north Atlantic port.

Postal system The British g p o had authority over the colonies' postal system, until 1851. The first
post office was opened at Halifax in 1754. Prior to that, mail had to be sent privately to another
office, such as Boston. The chief local officer was Deputy Postmaster-general (dpmg), in Halifax.
His powers were extremely limited; every expenditure, every route opening or change, and every
post office opening, closing, or change in status had to be approved by London. Despite this,
successive dpmgs JohnHowe Sr (1808–18) and Jr (1818–43) carried out these operations, and only
informed the g p o after the fact. This continued until 1851 when full autonomy was granted.

In 1784, New Brunswick became a separate colony, and 1785, a dpmg was appointed, but im-
mediately came into conflict with his Nova Scotian counterpart. In 1784, Hugh Finlay was ap-
pointed dpmg of the province of Canada, which was a separate colony. However, he seems to have
issued orders to both dpmg, regardless of whether he had authority to do so.

A huge problem in the early days was mail with Canada (Upper Canada did not come into
existence until 1791, so we are talking about a small portion of what is now the province of
Quebec). This was also important to settlers in Canada, in order to have access to mail with uk.

Until the Revolutionary War, mail to Canada, as well as to uk, was mostly via the u s. After
the war, it was clear that an all-colonial route was essential. After a preliminary (and expensive)
attempt in 1783, and an experiment 1787–8, a routeQuebec–Halifaxwas permanently established
later in 1788. Part of the delay was due to the lack of road at various places, which had to be built
before the system could be running.

The arrangement developped by Hugh Finlay (dpmg of the province of Canada) involved a
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monthly service betweenQuebec and Fredericton, and biweekly between Fredericton andHalifax
(this already existed). He himself had made trips over portions of the proposed route before it
was approved, and was largely responsible for carrying it out. However, ten years later, he was
unjustly dismissed from office (and replaced by George Heriot, more famous in other realms).

Concerning the exchange of mail with uk, previous to 1785, all mail from abroad carried by
sea was through private ships (ship letters); mail could also be sent (privately) to an American
port, typically Boston (of course, prior to 1775). From 1784, British packets sometimes called at
Halifax; the postage was relatively expensive, so that in the early years, it was not usedmuch, and
most correspondence was carried either as ship letters or through the courtesy of a traveller. By
1789, there was more or less monthly packet service with Halifax [o]. It was only by 1839–40,
when packet rates dropped–more accurately, the inland fees on packets dropped drastically–and
steam ships could sail the Atlantic, that packets became the norm (and were muchmore frequent
than formerly, e.g., twice monthly).

Rates
Rates in n s & n b are rather complicated. Most of this is from [jgy, pp 226–247].

Within n s & n b From the establishment of the post office (in Nova Scotia, 1754), to the mid-
1810s, the rates were supposed to have been based on the same system as in Canada, that is, for
single letters, 4 d stg for up to 60miles, 6 d stg up to 100miles, and 2 d stg for each additional
100miles or part thereof, converted to Halifax currency (41⁄2, 7, 9, . . . d cy). All mileages were
based on the route actually travelled.

However, what appears to have happened (in the absence of much oversight from London
or Quebec) is that a finer distance-dependent system evolved. Thus we see rates of 2, 3, 5 d cy
etc. Moreover, they were occasionally season–dependent (winter and summer rates could be
different), direction-dependent (the rate A to B could exceed that from B to A), or prepayment-
dependent (the prepaid rate exceeding the collect rate, or vice versa). Postage had to be fully
prepaid (as far as possible, because other charges could be imposed later) or fully collect, but not
partially prepaid.

These are listed in [jgy, pp 316–24] for 1818–35 and a revision, 1835–43. I do not know the
sources, but I imagine that they were obtained from post office to post office letters.

The situation is further complicated by the existence of way offices, and whether the letter
was prepaid or sent collect. A way office was essentially a road stop that collected and forwarded
letters. Some of them became post offices later, but they were officially recognized by the postal
system (in that way office keepers were paid). A collect letter passing through a post office or
way office was charged the rate to the next one it passed through, and if the latter were a way
office, its charge was 2 d cy, at least from about the 1820s.

This should be distinguished from a way letter, which was handed to a letter carrier on route,
to be deposited at the next post office. Based on examples (from the 1830s on), there was no
additional charge for this service.

On top of this, a few towns had local delivery service, for an additional 1 d; I've noted this for
Halifax, Fredericton, St John, and oddly, Lunenberg (n s). This persisted into the 1850s and was
flat (independent of weight or enclosures). Based on a few covers, a drop letter fee existed from
at least the 1820s, and was 1 d, but I do not know whether it was flat.

On 5 January 1843, the Canadian mileage system (described above) was imposed. This elimi-
nated the way office fee, except if an item was mailed at a way office, and the letter was mailed
to the next office on route, in which case, the postage was charged. The drop and delivery fees
remained the same.

Finally, on 6 July 1851, the single letter rate became 3 d per half ounce, payable entirely by
stamps, or entirely in cash, or left completely unpaid. The corresponding date for the province
of Canada was 6 April 1851.
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Multiple rates As in Canada, until 5 January 1844, multiple rates were governed by a confusing
mixture of enclosures and weights. If a letter had enclosures, it was charged an additional rate
for each enclosure up to a maximum of three (thus three enclosures were charged four times the
single letter rate); however, if the weight exceeded one ounce, it was charged per quarter ounce
or part thereof. Finally, if there were no enclosures, single letter rate was charged, no matter
what the weight.

Thus a letter with two enclosures weighing 1
1⁄4 ounces from St John to Halifax (single let-

ter rate, 9 d cy, agreeing with the road mileage system) was charged 5 × 9 d cy, that is, 3/9 cy.
The single letter rate was supposed to have been determined in sterling, multiplied by the en-
closure/weight factor, then converted to currency. This happened early on, but quickly was
replaced by determining the single letter rate in currency and multiplying. (This could result
in the same fee, or more, or less, because of rounding.)

There was no restriction on the parity of multiplicities (as there was in uk; from 1840–60,
only single and even multiplicities were allowed, although they were per half-ounce for all of
that period). Thus triple, quintuple, septuple, unovigintuple . . . letters were permitted.

On 5 January 1844, as in Canada, this ridiculous multiple letter rate system was replaced by
per half-ounce.

Figure 1. Table of post towns on the bye- and cross-routes in the Canadas . . . (1829)

With the province of Canada From the beginning, rates for mail between an office in n s & n b

and one in Canada were covered by the road mileage system above. Thus a letter from Halifax
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to Quebec, a road mileage distance (these were updated and remeasured occasionally; they also
changed when new roads were built) of 632miles, was charged 1/6 stg, converted to 1/8 cy (the
conversion rate was quite different until 1774, with very minor variation after that date).

An 1829 table of distances, rates, and routes for mail from Halifax to some of Canada is shown
in Figure 1. This is from a report by Canadian dpmg Stayner. This requires some magnification,
and if anyone wants a high resolution version of this and similar rate tables (which will magnify
without aliasing), contact me at rochelle2@sympatico.ca.

Multiple rates were treated exactly as for domestic mail.

Canada acquired control of its post office on 6 April 1851, two months before that of each of
n s & n b. The rate from Canada to the latter became 3 d, but the mileage system persisted in n s

& n b until two months later. So a single latter from Toronto to Halifax in the interim would be
charged 3 d to get it to an exchange point in n b, and then charged the mileage rate to Halifax (an
example of this exists). After 6 July 1851, the entire charge would have been 3 d.

Mail with Prince Edward Island

• Halifax–Charlottetown, 8 d cy, to 5 January 1843, rising to 9 d. An additional 2 d was some-
times charged for mail beyond Charlottetown.

• Pictou–Charlottetown, Amherst–Charlottetown, 4 or 5 d

• From 6 July 1851, 3 d per half ounce.

Mail with the u s

By land Until 6 July 1851, postage was simply the sum of the u s and Maritime domestic fees,
from origin to exchange point (typically, St Andrews-Robbinston), and then from the exchange
point to destination. Thus a single letter from Halifax to New York by land would be charged to
St Andrews (1/4 d cy) and then to New York (25¢). On letters to the u s, the Maritime portion
of the postage had to be prepaid, but this did not apply in reverse. In either case, the other
country's postage could be left unpaid.

A useful source of u s domestic rates is [b, vol i].

In case the letter was sent from or to a cross-border point, a 2 d fee was (usually) charged for
in place of the corresponding domestic rate (the other domestic rate was charged in full). This
is the Maritime analogue of the ferriage charge in Upper and Lower Canada.

By sea During 1765–1842, a 4 d stg port to port rate (within British colonies in the western
hemisphere) was applied.

• 5 December 1842–19 September 1849, the rate for mail Halifax-Boston (and later New York)
by British packet was 1/– stg (1/11⁄2 cy) per half ounce, in addition to inland postage at both
ends. On mail from the Maritimes, the packet rate had to be prepaid.

• 27 June 1848–3 January 1849 (retaliatory rates), the u s treated the British packet rate as unpaid
(regardless of whether it was prepaid, as it had to be if from Halifax), and charged 24¢ (per
half ounce) in addition to any other postage due on incoming British packets, including those
from Halifax.

• 20 September 1849–5 July 1851, on letters carried on British packet between Halifax, Boston,
andNewYork, the packet rate was reduced to 41⁄2 d cy per half ounce; this still had to be prepaid
if from the Maritimes to the u s.

• On 6 July 1851, the rate by British packet became 5 d cy per half ounce.

Mail could also be sent by private ship, which we will discuss later (shipletters).

Packet mail with uk (see also Shipletters) A single letter rate of 1/–, in addition to all inland charges
applied to letters carried on British packets with New York, from 1711. Aside from a couple of
visits in 1757). British packets did not call at Halifax until 1785 (and then only once in that year,
and also in 1786 & 1787), so the postage between Halifax and New York applied (or the sender
could arrange private carriage to or fromNew York). Relatively regular packet service for Halifax
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began in 1788, and the fee was Halifax–London was 1/– plus inland charges at both ends.

There were various changes in British inland and packet rates; the standard reference is [r].
In 1797, the fee remained at 1/–, but was charged from Falmouth rather than London (resulting
in generally higher inland charges). The packet fee rose to 1/1 in 1805, and to 1812 to 1/3 (but the
previous, not the contemporary, inland rates applied).

On 5 March 1839, some interesting developments occurred. First, the packet rate dropped to
1/– (per half ounce). More importantly, the inland feeswere removed, or anyway, so said the g p o.
This was an important consideration for mail from Canada and the Maritimes. A single letter
from Quebec to London formerly would have been charged inland b n a, 1/8 cy Quebec–Halifax,
packet rate Halifax to Falmouth (varied in time: 1/–, 1/1, or 1/3 stg), and inland rate Falmouth–
London (varied, 10 or 11 d stg), and a letter from St John–London, would have accrued the inland
rate St John–Halifax. The dpmgs of Canada, n s, and n b rejoiced!

However, their joy was premature. All three had interpreted the g p o notice as applying to all
inland rates, and immediately applied this to packet letters. However, within a couple of months
(and a couple of packet sailings), the g p o found out what they had done (probably in a letter
from Stayner), and ordered them to reinstate the inland b n a charges. Despite the fairly clear
wording, the g p o apparently intended that only inland uk charges would be dropped. For details,
see [a1, pp 5–8]

There was considerable grumbling about this, and apparently it reached the g p o. On 6 July
1840, all inland b n a charges were replaced by 2 d stg (21⁄2) per rate. Thus a packet letter between
Land's End and Toronto (direction did not matter) would be charged 1/2 stg (1/4 cy), while be-
tween John o'Groats andHalifax, the chargewas 1/– stg (1/11⁄2 or 1/2 d cy–the exchange rate varied
slightly), as there was no inland b n a trip. To summarize this and subsequent developments:

• March 1839, Secretary to the g p o (Maberley) sends out notice dropping all inland fees on
packets; however, it was not implemented until the May packet from uk. This applied to only
two and a half packets,
Tyrian (return trip only: departed Halifax 12 May; arrived Falmouth, 9 June)
Petrel (departed Falmouth, 4May; arrived Halifax 22May; departedH, 2 June; arrived F 22 June)
and
Mutine (departed Falmouth 9 June; arrived Halifax, 7 July; departure H, 19 July; and arrival F,
3 August) [o]. Another packet, the Lapwing, did not arrive at Halifax until 16 August, when
presumably, this rating did not apply.

• 7 (?) August 1839, b n a inland fees on packets reinstated

• July 1840, 2 d stg b n a inland fee initiated; letters arriving from uk that were forwarded
in Canada were charged an additional 2 d stg per forwarding; in the opposite direction, the
forwarding fee was 1 d stg, compatible with penny post.

• 15April 1849, inland fee dropped; packet letters charged only 1/– stg per half-ounce; forward-
ing fee remained in force.

• September 1850, packets stopped calling at Halifax; an additional 2 d was charged for trans-
mission via New York.

• 6 July 1851, packet letters b n a to or from uk via Halifax 1/– stg (conversion to 1/3 cy now); if
via u s instead of Halifax, 1/51⁄2 cy.

Mail could also be sent via ship letters, avoiding the high packet fees (see Shipletters)

Shipletters Mail sent by private ship (as opposed to British packet, at least in this period). Based
on examples, there was no outgoing shipletter fee in the Maritimes (at least in the nineteenth
century; there could possibly have been such a charge previously), but there was an incoming
shipletter fee of 2 d stg (21⁄2 d cy) (at least in the nineteenth century). As far as I can tell, there was
no captain's gratuity on incoming shipletters. The 31⁄2 d rating that is often seen on covers is to
offices that had local delivery (Halifax, Fredericton, St John, among others), for which the charge
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was (flat) 1 d. If the letter was not addressed to the port of arrival, the inland fee was assessed.

uk had both incoming and outgoing ship letter fees, which usually included a captain's gra-
tuity (see [r] for details). Inland fees were added at both ends, until 1840.

The u s also had an incoming ship letter fee, which varied. A very common routing from
Canada (not so much from the Maritimes) to uk, was via New York, where it was put on a u s

ship. This was charged the b n a inland rates to the cross-border point (which had to be prepaid)
and the inland u s rate from the cross-border point to New York. On arrival in uk, it was charged
the uk incoming shipletter fee and before 1840, inland postage.

Printed matter, prices current, . . . I've never seen an example of mail sent as printed matter pre-
1851. However, according to [jgy, p 243], On January 5, 1844 the postage on pamphlets, circulars and
other printed matter was changed from one penny per sheet to one penny per ounce.

All the prices current mail that I've seen was charged as letter mail. However, from 1848, they
were (supposed to be) charged at 21⁄2 d cy if they were sent to or from a British colony, and passed
through uk; if they did not pass through uk (this includes the possibility that they were sent
to uk), the charge was 1 d if by (British) packet or 21⁄2 d by private ship.

Early postmarks
Initially, only Halifax, St John, and Fredericton had postmarks, mostly straightlines. However,
parallel to what happened in the province of Canada, double circles (1825), then the analogue of
broken circles (1834) were issued. There were precursors for each of these styles, in addition to
one-of-a-kind oddities. A few offices were issued (1841) crown double circles intended for mail
(and not as post office seals), and of course, there were a few ship letter markings.

For n s, the standard reference is [jj] (a little out of date); for n b, [mc] has a lot of information
(including a list post offices), and [jgy], although over fifty years old, lists almost everything.

All but a handful of the scans are from the exhibit. For more details, see the write-ups.

Straightlines Often the first handstamp at an office.

NewBrunswick straightlines

First column: st john (1793,
1801, 1827, 1828); last one
without the s.

Second column: frederic-
ton (1800), richibucto (1830),

StAndrews; last one is rel-
atively common.

Nova Scotia straightlines

halifax (1793 & 1802), windsor (1824),

yarmouth (1824)

Later Halifax is fairly common; of-
ten appears with a bounding circle.

Manuscript towns Care must be taken to avoid confusion with docketting. These were often the
first marking of a post office (or way office), used before a handstamp arrived. Sometimes used
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when the existing handstamp was lost or damaged.

NewBrunswickmanuscripts

First column: Great Falls (1800),
St Andrews (1821), St John (1826),
Kingston (1826),Gagetown (1826),
Miramichi (1827)

Second column: Woodstock (1830),
St Stephenwith and without
the s (1833 & 1834), Dalhousie
(1836), Newcastle (1840).

St Andrews is relatively com-
mon. Great Falls predates
the opening of theGrand Falls
post office.

Nova Scotia ms

Clockwise: Digby (1803), Annapo-
lis (1804),Windsor (1806 & 1819),
Pictou (1811 & 1815).

Digby, during the use
of the straightline;Wind-
sor 1819, during the
use of the straightline.

Double circle post office Beginning in late 1824, 13 offices in n s, and three in n b, were issued double
circle town handstamps with post office in the wording, and Guysboro used a double oval with
the same wording. However, prior to that, Shelburne used a crude double circle, so we call it a
precursor. All are scarce to rare.

Shelburne double circle precursor

One of two strikes (the other in the Provincial Archives of Nova Scotia),
both dated 1824.
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Nova Scotia post office

pictou (17December 1824, earliest strike
of all these double circles)
annapolis (1825)

cumberland (1825; two examples known)
horton (1826)

arichat (1827)

windsor (1827)

digby (1828)

antigonish (1829)

lunenberg (1829)

double oval guysboro (1840).

(Missing Sydney, Parrsboro, andKentville.)

Only Annapolis used typeset dating,
andnot consistently. Digby strikes show
damage to the inner circle, sometimes
completely missing.

New Brunswick post office

bathurst (1832), dalhousie (1840).

(Missing Westmoreland.)

Broken circle ∗ Based on examples, small broken circle with asterisk postmarks were issued in
1834, with normal use to 1842 (and occasional use to the 1860s for a few offices. 17 offices in n s

used them ([jj] lists only 16, as Dorchester was counted as n b; but its marking reads n s—now
in n b, Dorchester was then on the border), and eight in n b ([jgy] omits St George). They vary
from common (St Andrews) to rare (Kentville).

Prior to their introduction, what appear to be larger precursors have been seen for Bay Chaleur
and Miramichi. There is some controversy as to whether the former was included in the postal
system of n b and not in that of Lower Canada, but I am convinced.

broken circle ∗ precursors
bay chaleur (1829–32; three strikes known) and miramichi

(1829–34). Larger and cruder than the broken circle ∗ post-
marks that follow.
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New Brunswick broken circle ∗
A sampling of the eight n b offices. The odd one has the date writ-
ten in.

Nova Scotia broken circle ∗
A sampling of the 17 n s offices. Kentville, Windsor,
and Cumberland are rare.

Crowns and the uncrown Seven post n s offices, upgraded from way offices in 1841, were issued
these double circle crown marks intended for mail (unlike crown seals, which were intended for
sealing post office bags); the crown was missing from that of New Glasgow.

Nova Scotia crown

Missing Bridgetown, Gays River, L'Ardoise,
and Newport. All are rare, and known only
in 1841–2. Bridgetown, Gays River, andNew-
port are currently believed to be unique.

L'Ardoise isn't mentioned in [jj], although
illustrated in [jgy]—does it even exist?

Another crown Two n s offices, Amherst and St Margaret's Bay, were issued this colonial style
crown PAID AT double circle in 1845.

Nova Scotia P A I D A T crown

Missing St Margarets Bay, of which only a few examples exist. St Margaret's Bay
opened in 1845, while the Amherst office suffered a fire early in the same year,
destroying all the instruments.

New Brunswick double circles without the crown Four n b offices were issued this style postmark,
beginning 1839.

New Brunswick double circles

Missing Bend-of-Petitcodiac and St Andrews (the latter
may be known only from a proof strike).
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Temporary-emergency A whole chapter in [jj] is devoted to this. A device with interchangeable
type was received in Halifax mid-1843; it was used when an office lost or had not yet received
their normal handstamp.

Nova Scotia Temporary-emergency

It was used at Shubenacadie in late 1843, but no examples have been seen.
The fire at Amherst (5 January 1845) necessitated its use there until 17March,
when the regular hammer was received. This strike is dated 6 March 1845.

Halifax round datestamps A selection of round Halifax daters.
Halifax

At upper left, split double
circle (1788–96), fairly scarce,
usually poorly struck.

To its right, Halifax four
blobs (often misdescribed
as fleuronwings; shown is

a first-year strike); usually illegible (1814–45), and
its paid counterpart (1817–39).

The circle (1830–38) is not common; clear strikes
are almost nonexistent.

The next two are common double broken circle
handstamps, and they are followed by the ubiq-
uitous Halifax receiver.

Halifax tombstones The serif tombstone is extremely common, while the smaller nonserif is rare.

Halifax

At left, known 1839–66. At right is the small nonserif tombstone,
proofed 3 August 1850; showing the earliest reported strike.

New Brunswick oddballs One-offs, presumably locally made (except for the fleurons).

New Brunswick weirdos

At upper left, made of loose type, date
around the edge, two or three examples
known (1815), not listed in [jgy]. Not
shown (because I don't have one) is a
very strange larger Fredericton circle, also
known 1815.

To its right is the intaglioGagetowndou-
ble circle, known 1841.

Fredericton receiv'd circular, not rare.

St Johnfleuronwings (1816–42), not scarce
but usually very poorly struck.
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Later seriffed double broken circles From about 1841, 32 offices in n s and 23 (or so) in n b received
these; they usually came in pairs, one with paid on the bottom, intended to enclose the amount
paid. Most mail was sent collect, so the paid datestamps are scarcer than their counterparts. On
mail to the u s, the paid was struck through after crossing the border if the u s postage had not
been prepaid.

Some, such as Amherst (because of the fire) and Shubenacadie, are almost rare. However, most
are fairly common.

New Brunswick & Nova Scotia
serif double broken circles.

A sampling

Later nonserif double broken circles Over the period 1845–58, many dozens of offices in n s and
n b received these machine-made hammers with nonserif lettering (often, confusingly, this type
style is called Gothic; please don't use this term). They often came in pairs, one with P A I D,
although these are not well-documented.

P A I D examples are scarce. Most of the non-P A I D are not scarce, but a few are rare.

New Brunswick & Nova Scotia nonserif double broken circles.

A sampling. W.O. means way office. A few offices (such as Durham,
at left) had provincial designation contiguous with the name, as
was the case with contemporary uk postmarks.
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Shipletter markings Usually used on incoming ship letters, occasionally on outgoing ones. All are
scarce to rare, and many more exist than are shown. Appear only in Shipletters ection, not in
early postmarks' section.

Nova Scotia & New Brunswick Shipletter

The upper leftHalifax crown shipletter (1800–
37) is almost never struck clearly. The St John
straightline at lower rightwas revived in the
1920s for use as a paquebot mark.

Advisory/instructional handstamps Just showing the tip of the iceberg.

New Brunswick & Nova Scotia advisory

At left, Halifax post paid (1790–1815)
Fredericton paid (1823–4)
St John Paid (1807)

Small forward, St John (1820), rare

on post office business free, identi-
cal hammers used at Halifax and St John
(1843–53)

Script Too Late, St John (1849 only)

ADVERTISED & not taken, Frederic-
ton (1843–50), made of loose type.

ADVERTISED AND NOT TAKEN, St John (1849),
rare.

money-letter, Fredericton, several ex-
amples known. A nonserif money let-
ter handstamp is recorded in [jgy], but I
haven't seen any others for n s and n b.
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Selected literature
There is a large literature for the postal history of n s & n b, especially because British packets
passed through Halifax. The main sources of general information are [jj] and [jgy], and also
numerous articles (which I haven't attempted to list here).

Worth looking at

[a1] Jack Arnell, Stories behind my covers (25. Reduction of inland postage) b n aTopics, vol 467 (1996), 5–8.

[a2] ––––, Stories behind my covers (26. Closed bags through Halifax) b n aTopics, vol 468 (1996), 6–7.

[b] Winthrop S Boggs, Postage stamps and postal history of Canada, volumes i & ii. Chambers, Kalamazoo
(1945). Only volume i is available in reprint form.

[d] David D'Alessandris, Cross-border mail via the Cunard Line: Mail carried between the United States and Nova
Scotia Downloadable at
https://d2jf3tgwe889fp.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Dalessandris-Cunard NY2016-
Exhibit.pdf on the website of the u s Philatelic Classics Society (2016).

[d2] ––––, The line-office rate: fact and fiction Downloadable at
http://chronicle.uspcs.org/PDF/chronicle 251/21618.pdf on the website of the u s Philatelic Clas-
sics Society (2016).

[jgy] CM Jephcott, VG Greene & John HM Young, The postal history of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 1754–
1867 Sissons Publications, Toronto (1964). Extremely difficult to find (400 copies printed; I have a
misprinted one), but despite its age, well worth the trouble. Interestingly, the third author (who had
an extensive Nova Scotia collection) was later incarcerated.

[jj] JJ MacDonald, The Nova Scotia Post: Its offices, masters and marks 1700–1867 Unitrade Press, Toronto
(1985). The standard for n s, but somewhat dated, especially concerning post mark census data. This
was remaindered, and copies should be readily available. Available from Unitrade (Toronto).

[mc] George E MacManus, Post offices of New Brunswick Hennok publications, Toronto (1983). Includes
postmark listings. Can be found on e-Bay.

[o] J Olenkiewicz, British packet sailings Falmouth–North America: 1755–1826 (update, 1755–1840) Down-
loadable at
https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/Falmouth%20Packets%20NA.pdf (2013) and
https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/1710-1840%20Falmouth-%20North%20America.pdf (2019)
on Richard Frajola's website.

[r] David Robinson, for the Port & Carriage of letters Published by the author, Scotland (1990). The best
reference in existence for British rates 1570–1840. My only complaint is that it deprecates mail with
North America (why does the North American listing come dead last among the overseas rates?). I
have heard that it has been reprinted by the rpsl

I have a 2007 exhibit, Mail between BNA and UK, downloadable in four parts from
https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/DHE1.pdf https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/DHE2.pdf
https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/DHE3.pdf https://www.rfrajola.com/mercury/DHE4.pdf
on Richard Frajola's website, which contains a lot of n s and n b. Much of the write-up should be corrected.
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Map of Nova Scotia
With apologies to Cape Breton

From A new map of Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, &c, John Carey, Engraver (1807). To see fine detail, use
magnification available on your monitor.



Map of New Brunswick

East Canada and New Brunswick, John Tallis (1850s).



Postal history of

Nova Scotia & New Brunswick
Part I: to 1851
Synopsis

T
his exhibit covers the postal history of Nova Scotia (n s) and New Brunswick (n b) until 6 July
1851, when they both acquired postal autonomy (there are a couple of covers beyond this date, for
reasons that will be obvious).

The exhibit is divided into seven major sections and three minor ones.

Eighteenth century mail Halifax was founded in 1749, and the first post office in theMaritimes opened there
in 1754. A (pre-post office) 1750–1 cover to Boston is one of the highlights of the exhibit. Then there is
more mail with the u s (arranged chronologically), with a 1763 letter to Annapolis Royal, and a 1774 letter
from Windsor (n s) to Rhode Island. The latter is troy-rated, and might be the only such n s cover. Then
three covers (1783–5) addressed to a u e l settler, as he and his family moved to (British) New York, n s,
and then n b, just after the Revolutionary War (these had to be smuggled to British colonies).

These are followed with a 1794 pre-Jay Treaty letter, and several post-Jay Treaty items.

Mail to the uk had to be sent to New York for most of this period. There is a 1766 ship letter to uk,
and a 1767 letter carried privately to London where it received a Dockwra markings. There follows 1772
cover by British packet from n s to London via New York, one of two known from what is now Canada
with inland and packet postage handstamp, and a couple of ship letters (1789 & 1791). In the other
direction is a possibly unique (to b n a) 1792 Parliamentary privilege cover to n b.

Domestic and Canadian mail with the Maritimes is rare in this period. We have a 1773 cover from
newly-founded Chester to Lunenburg, and a 1774 cover fromHalifax to La Have from the ex-Lt-Governor,
with forwarding endorsements), and 1798 Quebec–n b cover.

Intercolonial and domestic mail, 1801–51 Postal rates were a patchwork, having evolved locally over decades.
As a result, rates between towns were not governed by any set of rules, but roughly corresponding to
distance. In 1843, this changed to the standard road mileage rates (as in Canada). Even then, there were
still idiosyncrasies, such as way offices and the unrelated way letters. Few post offices were open at the
turn of the century, so most early mail was between the main towns.

A remarkable 1815Halifax–Fort Lawrence cover appears, immediately followed by a circa 1826 n b table
of distances and routes. Then there are a few 1820s multiple rates covers, going up to octuple, some with
1 d local delivery charge. More 1820s covers appear, drop letters, and showing rates between offices.

An 1836Halifax–Annapolis cover withms privilege illustrates the postmaster's perquisite of four single
letters (or equivalent) per mailing. Way offices', and the nearby office rates (not so named) appear next
followed by letters picked up by the letter courier along the way (way letters). A group of free letters (some
postmaster's perquisites, some on postal business) is shown. Then more rates between offices.

The adoption of the standard Canadian distance rates (1843) makes rating easier to do, but less inter-
esting; there are more rate covers. An 1843 letter bill (just after the retirement of the dpmg) shows how
letters were tracked.

Mail with p e i is dealt with next (for more, see the p e i postal history exhibit, also on the Frajola site,
https://www.rfrajola.com/DHPEI/DHPEI.htm), and then with Upper and Lower Canada. For the latter,
the rates are high, and it's a wonder that anyone used the official mail. There are various covers between



Lower Canada and the Maritimes, 1809–34, and then an 1838 cover from Montreal to St Andrews sent
through the u s, with double ferriage. This section concludes with a cover sent after Canada had achieved
postal autonomy, but before n b had; this resulted in charges of 3 d (the rate Canada–n b) plus 9 d the
pre-autonomy mileage rate.

Mail with Newfoundland is difficult to find; there are a few covers, 1831–48.

Mail with theu s, 1801–51 Initiallymostmail, if sent by sea, was via New York or Boston and and amaritime
port (usually Halifax), or if by land, through the St Andrews exchange. Much of it was by private ship
(although from 1842, British packets carried some the mail). Thus we see ship letters, privately carried
letters, and also letters via forwarding agents (usually in New York).

Both u s and local postagewas charged on letters by land, and outgoing letters from n s and n b required
prepayment of the fees to the border exchange point.

We begin with an 1817 incoming ship letter to Shelburne, followed by an 1820 outgoing letter from
Halifax charged port-to-port rate (which required prepayment of this portion of the postage), and then
mostly carriage by land through St Andrews, into the 1840s. Among these is a pair of covers to Hartford
(ct) from Cumberland/Amherst; the former with the very scarce Cumberland ∗, the latter just before the
fire that destroyed all the postal instruments. More land covers are shown, with various combinations
of u s and domestic rates.

In 1842, British packets could be used for mail betweenHalifax and either New York or Boston; initially,
single rate was 1/– stg, dropping to 4 d stg in 1849. For six months in 1848, the u s charged an additional
fee; this is the retaliatory rates period. We show numerous packet letters, including the last packet before
retaliatory rates, and the first packet of retaliatory rates.

The section closes with a couple of express covers, Gunnison's and Favor's.

Packet mail withuk, 1801–51 Packet letters between n s & n b can be extremely complicated. There (usually)
were inland charges at both ends, and the packet fees varied over the period. Until 1840, packets sailed
between Halifax and Falmouth, the latter replaced by Liverpool afterwards.

We show various early packet letters; a highlight is an 1807 London–Upper Canada cover (through
Halifax, of course) with three b n a straightlines, and a very interesting rating scheme. Clerks seemed to
make a lot of rating errors in the period to about 1820, and have a pair of 1816 covers carried from p e i to
Pictou and mailed there to uk, sent by the same packet to the same destination, and rated differently.

A favourite interest of mine is extremely high postage; there are 1817 and 1823 covers (more like wrap-
pers) each with postage around two pounds (stg), from uk to n b, and a slightly later one (1830) from
Halifax to Scotland with postage due of in excess of one pound. There are also other high-rated covers,
including from Ireland.

A letter replacing that sent on the packet Ariel (1828)–presumed lost at sea, no trace ever found–is
shown.

The similarity of names of towns in n s and uk (for example, Liverpool and Halifax) occasionally led
to misrouting of letters; we show a couple of examples (and one at the end).

For several months in 1839, the inland b n a charges on letters sent by packet (in either direction)
were dropped, subsequently reinstated, and some months later, were reduced to 2 d on a single letter (in
addition to packet postage). We show one in this short period, from Wallace (n s) to London. A uk free
cover, in fact a very early transatlantic envelope, during the subsequent full inland fee phase (first half of
1840) appears; it was charged double for the envelope, and while the packet fee was not charged, the fee
to destination (from Halifax) was assessed at a whopping 5/6 cy.

This section concludes with a Liverpool–Richibucto letter, with late fee paid in stamps.

Ship letters, 1801–51 These are letters carried by a ship other than a British packet. There was an incoming
ship letter fee but no outgoing one in n s & n b, and the amount differed from those of u s and uk. Many



of these letters to or from uk went via Boston or New York, so were liable to u s charges from/to the
exchange point.

We first look at ship mail with the uk, then with the u s, and then domestically. While the Halifax oval
crown ship letter (1800–37) marking is not rare, it is usually very poorly struck, often almost illegible.
The first cover 1801 shows an extremely clear strike, and in addition, the letter began as a packet letter,
but was carried from Jamaica as a ship letter. This is followed by various n s & n b to uk ship letters
with British ship letter handstamps, including an 1817 example (via Cove/Cobh) rerated with a crown
handstamp.

A mysteriously-rated 1820 ship letter via the u s, with St John forward handstamp (known only in
that year) appears next, together with an 1821 cover from uk, with a New York forwarding agent hand-
stamp; then, an 1828 cover from uk via New York, with a different forwarding agent. After this, an 1827

Liverpool–Sackville (n b) ship letter, free franked by dpmg John Howe, Jr.

One of the items most difficult to find and recognize is a half-packet ship letter. We have an 1826

quintuple-rated example via New York, and carried on another ship to Halifax (with five times incoming
ship letter fee charged). A few more New York forwarding agents' covers follow, and then an 1840 use of
the St John oval crown ship letter marking on a cover from Liverpool to Fredericton.

Next is an 1842 use of the straightline St John ship letter handstamp, together with a 1922 revival, used
as a paquebot marking.

Then we have ship letters the u s and the Maritimes, including multiple rates and forwarding agents.
An 1841 ship letter from New Orleans (a very unusual origin for incoming letters) is a highlight. Among
domestic ship letters, an 1814 example from Shelburne to Halifax shows a clear strike of the Halifax double
oval crown ship letter postmark; then an 1837 n b ship letter to p e i (very difficult to find), and an 1846

quadruple ship letter to Halifax, with the straightline Windsor ship letter handstamp.

Foreign mail Foreign means everything but u s, uk, and b n a. This is ordered by Europe, British colonies,
and other, and within each, chronologically. Examples are extremely difficult to find.

This begins with 1807 and 1825 ship letters to Madeira and Porto (Portugal) respectively, relating to
the wine trade. The former was during the Napoleonic occupation. The latter show a very early use of
the ship letter marking Barro do Porto. Packet letters Vienna–Halifax (1850) and Halifax–Barcelona (1851)
conclude this subsection.

Mail with British colonies mostly concerns Caribbean Islands: 1799 Bahamas–Clermont (n s), 1815 and
1827 Jamaica–Halifax (the latter with commercial rooms backstamp), and an 1826 packet letter Jamaica–
uk–Halifax (with double packet rate charged), discussing treatment of slaves on their plantation. Then
we have Halifax to Bermuda, and letters from Grenada and St Kitts, as well as from Barbados and Antigua.
Finally, there is an 1851 envelope from India.

We show a pair, an 1829 cover from Pernambuco (Brazil) to Halifax, and its duplicate, with the same
forwarding agent handstamp (so that they appear to have been carried via the same route, rendering
pointless the sending of the duplicate). Then an 1844 cover from Puerto Rico to Yarmouth with the
double circle Halifax crown ship letter handstamp rounds this section up.

Early postmarks These are subdivided by type. (There are also interesting postmarks illustrated in other
sections.) Town cancels: straightlines, manuscripts, double circle post office and precursor, ∗ and pre-
cursors, crowns, unusual and odd ones; and advisory/instruction markings.

Straightlines for Halifax (boxed and unboxed), St John (several different kinds), St Andrews, Windsor,
Yarmouth, and Richibucto are shown.

The manuscript town markings subsubsection contains by far the most complete treatment of them
known. It begins with a miraculous 1800 Great Falls ms (and a Fredericton straightline on the same
cover), then an 1804 Annapolis ms, two Pictou ms (1806, 1816), and two Windsor ms (1806, 1819).



This is followed by an 1826 triple manuscript cover (and a straightline), and then the (thus far) unique
ms for Gagetown and Kingston n b (both 1826), Miramichi (1827), and Woodstock n b (1830). Initially
known as St Stephens (1825–33), changing its name to St Stephen, we have an ms for each spelling (1833,
1834). Dalhousie (1836, unique) and New Castle (1840, not unique) ms appear next.

Over 1824–26 about 15 offices in n s and n b received double circles with the wording post office.
Earlier in 1824, a crude double circle was used in Shelburne n s; it resembles the subsequent post office
cancels, so I view it as a precursor. The only one in private hands is shown.

Then, nine different n s post office handstamps are represented, including the earliest known of all of
them (Pictou, 1824), Windsor (difficult), Cumberland (one of two known), and Lunenberg (very difficult).
This is followed by the Guysboro double oval post office marking (very difficult).

Only three offices in n b used this style, and shown are Bathurst, and a really poor strike of Dalhousie
(both 1832).

In 1834, 26 offices in n s and n b were issued broken circle ∗ postmarks. These were preceded by large
crude versions for Miramichi and Bay Chaleur, from about 1828–33, so we refer to these as precursors.
Examples of each of the precursors are shown (Bay Chaleur comes with a megillah, as it is somewhat
controversial).

For the regular series of ∗ postmarks, many appear in other parts of the exhibit. A highlight is the
rare Kentville, on a money letter wrapper (1841)! St George ∗ is not listed in the standard references ([jgy,
mc]), but I suspect this is a result of two (not independent) typos; anyway, we show one.

Two crown double circles come next (all the others are unique), from Port Hood and Guysborough, and the
uncrown from New Glasgow. The Amherst PAID AT crown comes next (no, I don't have St Margaret's Bay, as
it typically sells for in excess of $5,000, way out of proportion to its rarity; here, demand has ballooned
the price).

Finally, we have the odds and ends of the town postmarks: a 1793 double arc Halifax datestamp (others
appear in the exhibit), the weird 1815 Fredericton circular dater with the date around the rim, the 1840

Gagetown intaglio, and the 1840 Fredericton receiver. The temporary-emergency mark used at Amherst
after the 1845 fire destroyed all the instruments concludes this subsection.

Advisor/instructional markings follow (there are many others in the rest of the exhibit). Among them
are a refused prepaid letter (1826), the St John script Too Late, way letters (picked up by the courier on his
way), both ms and handstamped ADVERTISED & NOT TAKEN used at Fredericton, and the St John ADVERTISED NOT

TAKEN circle, known only in 1849.

There are three sections that are very short (owing to the dearth of material).

Money letters Relatively fewmoney letters for n s and n b are known (comparedwith those of u & l canada).
Several are shown, including a free through the mail example, and one with themoney-letter handstamp
(several strikes known). These are followed by two n smoney letter wrappers (another one appears in the
postmarks section) of the four known.

Returned letter wrappers These are wrappers for the return of letters that were refused or could not be
delivered. We show three of the five known n s examples (to 1851), and one of the two known (in this
period) for n b.

Soldiers' letters From 1795, soldiers and seamen in the British armed forces were entitled to cheap postage
while on active duty, 1 d per letter. We show two letters with interesting content (1818, 1821), and the
possibly unique India soldier's letter to Clyde River (n s). The concluding cover in the exhibit shows the
missent to liverpool england handstamp (Bermuda–Halifax–Liverpool–Halifax–Montreal), of which
this is the second example to have been found.



Postal history of

Nova Scotia & New Brunswick
Part I: to 1851

NS & NB
acquired control of their postal systems from the g p o in 1851;
this marks the endpoint of the exhibit. The provinces developped
in parallel, n b having been carved out of n s after the Seven Years

War (1756–63) resulted in Britain seizing almost all French colonies in northern North America.

Highlights
Eighteenth century mail (ordered by country of destination/origin, then by date)

• 1750–1, pre-post office, Halifax to Boston
• 1763, Groton (ma) to Annapolis Royal
• 1774, Windsor (n s)–Rhode Island, troy-rated
• 1783–5, u s–u e l settler post-Revolution
• 1794, Halifax-New York ship letter, pre-Jay Treaty
• 1766, n s–uk ship letter
• 1767, Lunenberg (n s)–uk Dockwra penny post
• 1772, n s–uk, British packet via New York, Inland and packet postage

• 1792, uk–n b, packet with British parliamentary privilege
• 1773, Chester (n s) to Lunenburg
• 1774, Halifax to La Have, from former n s Lt-Governor
• 1798, Quebec–n b.

Intercolonial and domestic mail, 1801–1851 (ordered by within n s-n b, with p e i, with Canada, with nf, within
these by date)

• 1810 quadruple paid, Halifax to Fredericton
• 1815, Halifax to Fort Lawrence
• 1825 octuple, St John–Fredericton
• 1836, postmaster's privilege on dectuple cover
• 1832–42, free mail within, and to p e i

• 1843 letter bill, Annapolis–Granville (n s)
• 1824, Halifax–Charlottetown
• 1834 consignee's letter, Halifax–St Eleanors (p e i)
• 1808, Lower Canada–Halifax
• 1838, Montreal–St Andrews via Lake Champlain (u s), with double ferriage
• 7 June 1851, Upper Canada–New Brunswick, after Canada acquired control of its post office, but

before n b did
• 1842, Newfoundland–Gut of Canso

Mail with u s, 1801–1851 (ordered by date)
• 1817, New York–Halifax
• 1836 & 1844, Cumberland and Amherst to u s, before the fire
• 1843–50, British packet mail
• 1848, retaliatory rates n s–u s

• 1850, Halifax–Boston by packet with early strike Halifax small nonserif tombstone



• 1844 & 1851, n b–u s express mail.

Packet mail with uk, 1801–1851 (ordered by date)
• 1807, uk–u c via Halifax, triple straightline
• 1816, p e i–uk via Halifax, two covers to same destination, carried on the same packet, but different

rate schemes
• 1817 & 1823, London–n b, both with about two pounds in postage
• 1828, replacement for letter carried on the Ariel, which vanished without a trace
• 1830, Halifax–Scotland, postage over one pound
• 1837 & 1841, postal confusion between Liverpools and Halifaxes in n s and uk

• May 1839, packet n s–uk with no inland b n a charge (possible for only 2
1⁄2 packets)

• January 1840, packet to Toronto via Halifax, early transatlantic envelope, free in uk, charged double
in n s for envelope

• 1849, uk–n b with late fee at Liverpool

Ship letters, 1801–1851 (ordered by uk, u s, domestic, and within these, by date)
• 1801, London–Montreal via packet to Bermuda, sent as ship letter to Halifax, and received amazingly

clear strike of Halifax crown ship letter handstamp
• 1817, n b–uk, Cove ship letter, crown striking out incorrect rate
• 1820, uk–n b via New York, with small forward handstamp applied at St John
• 1826, quintuple half-packet ship letter
• 1842 & 1922, St John ship letter handstamp (New York–St John), with revival as paquebot marking
• 1841, New Orleans–n b ship letter
• 1837, n b–p e i ship letter
• 1846, quadruple Windsor–Halifax, with Windsor ship letter handstamp

Foreign mail (ordered by Europe, British colonies, other, and within these, by date)
• 1807, ship letter n s–Portugal, during Napoleonic occupation of Lisbon
• 1825, ship letter n b–Portugal via Newfoundland, with very early Barra do Porto handstamp
• 1851, packet n s–Spain
• 1799, Bahamas–n s via New York
• 1826, double packet Jamaica–uk–n s, discussion of treatment of slaves on plantation
• 1827, ship letter Jamaica–n s, with commercial rooms (unofficial postal agent) handstamp
• 1838 & 1844, Grenada and St Kitts–n s and n b

• 1849, Antigua–n s with port-to-port rate
• 1851, India–n s ship letter
• 1829, Brazil–n s, letter and its duplicate, ship letters
• 1844, Puerto Rico–n s, Halifax double circle crown ship letter

Postmarks (ordered by kind, and then roughly by date)
• 1797, boxed Halifax straightline on letter p e i–uk

• 1793, straightline St John n:b

• 1827 & 1828, straightline St Johns n b and St John n b

• 1824, straightline Yarmouth
• 1830, straightline Richibucto
• 1824, straightline Windsor
• 1800, manuscript Great Falls and straightline Fredericton
• 1804, manuscript Annapolis
• 1806 & 1816, Pictou manuscripts
• 1806 & 1819, Windsor manuscripts
• 1826, triple manuscript and straightline



• 1826, 1827, & 1830, • Gagetown, • Kingston, • Miramichi, and • Woodstock manuscripts
• 1833 & 1834, St Stephens and St Stephen manuscripts
• 1836 & 1840, Dalhousie and Newcastle manuscripts
• 1824, Shelburne double circle precursor
• 1824–32, n s double circle p o s t o f f i c e: • Pictou (earliest strike), •Horton, •Windsor, Annapolis,

• Cumberland (one of two reported), Arichat, Digby, • Lunenberg, Antigonish, • double double circle
• 1840, Guysboro double oval
• 1832, Bathurst double circle p o s t o f f i c e

• 1829, Miramichi ∗ precursor
• 1832, controversial Chaleur Bay ∗ precursor
• 1841, Kentville ∗ on money letter wrapper
• 1842, Port Hood and Guysborough double circle crown
• 1850, Amherst PAID AT crown
• 1793, Halifax double enclosed arc
• 1815, odd Fredericton with date on rim
• 1845, Temporary-emergency at Amherst
• 1845, St John script Too late handstamp
• 1843 & 1850, Fredericton Advertised & not taken handstamp
• 1849, St John advertised not taken handstamp

Money letters
• 1842 & 1846, n s money letters
• 1843, n b money letter with handstamp
• 1848, Fredericton free money letter
• 1839, two n s money letter wrappers

Returned letter wrappers
• 1831, 1845, & 1846, n s returned letter wrappers
• 1851, n b returned letter wrapper

Soldiers' letters
• 1818 & 1821, n s–uk soldiers' letters
• 1834, India soldier's letter to n s

• 1851, uk–n s soldier's letter paid by penny red
• 1840, Bermuda–Halifax–Liverpool–Halifax–Montreal soldier's letter with missent to liverpool

england handstamp.

Code: • > • > • > { } (respectively, red, blue, and dirty yellow bullets, and the empty set)
• (pink) signifies a group



Eighteenth century mail
Ordered by mail with the u s, mail with uk, and then domestic and with Canada.

Pre-post office, 1750–1
The first post office in n s (Halifax) opened 1754. So this 1750–1 cover must have been carried privately.
Three earlier n s covers are reported in private hands in [jj].

So large, even King George can read it.

Annapolis Royal–Boston, February 1750–1. At first glance, the year of the dateline seems to be 1759; but it
actually reads 1750–1. The year began 24March rather than 1 January (until the introduction of the Grego-
rian calendar in September 1752); so as to avoid ambiguity, both possible years were included in the date if
it was in January or February. Had it been dated 1759, we would not have seen the alternative year.

The addressee, Thomas Hancock (1703–64), was a Boston merchant, and uncle of John Hancock. Letter is
on the next page. The senders were Daniel and George Dyson. They ran a business in Annapolis Royal (n s

provincial archives have some invoices sent by them), but I could not find out much more.



Contents of the letter



1763 Groton (MA) to Annapolis Royal

Groton–Annapolis Royal, 1763. Letter writer is Oliver Prescott (1731–1804), colonial-era physician, soldier,
and judge. Addressee is Henry Evans (1728–1782), who led the Felch-Evans group of settlers from Boston
to Annapolis on the Charming Molly in 1759. In 1761, he was appointed judge of court of pleas.



NS troy rating, 1774
Possibly the only cover of Nova Scotian origin rated in troy.

Windsor (n s)–Rhode Island, 1774. Rated collect 2.16, that is, 2 dwt, 16 grains, equivalent to 8 d stg. Possibly
made up from 4 d port to port rate (Halifax to Boston), and 4 d colonial rate (under 60miles), Boston to
Providence.

The De Lesderniers family emigrated from Switzerland, and settled the area around Windsor. Windsor
did not have a post office until 1786, so this was presumably privately carried to Halifax.



Post-Revolutionary War, US to British Colonies, 1783–5
The Treaty of Paris 1783 settled the Revolutionary War, but mail to (or other communication with) British
colonies in North America was not permitted until at least several years after the war. So mail had to be
carried privately. Here are three letters in this period to the Green family, founders of Green Shore, which
eventually became Summerside in p e i. Contents of the letters over the next few pages.

Philadelphia–NewYork (duringBritish
occupation),March 1782 (New York
was not evacuated by the British
until November). FromGeorgeOat
(father-in-law) toDaniel Green, car-
ried (or smuggled) by a Mrs Fret-
erick.

Pennsburg (near Philadelphia)–Bredich (Partridge) Island (n s), 1784. Ms
Per Favour, Thomas Nye. Partridge Island is located at the mouth
of the Saint John River; many Loyalists were located there.

Portsmouth (ME)–Gagetown (n b), 1785. By
this time, the Greens had moved up the
river to Gagetown.



Contents of the letters

Philadelphia–New York, 1783.



Contents of the letters

Pennsburg–Partridge Island, first page, 1784.



Contents of the letters

Pennsburg–Partridge Island, second page, 1784. Main letter written by Rosanna Green, additional paragraph by
Robert Cooper, a friend.



Contents of the letters

Portsmouth–Gagetown, 1785. From Israel Oat, brother-in-law of Daniel Green.



NS, NB–US, 1794 & 1798

Halifax–New York, 1794. Carried privately to New York, charged 4¢ incoming ship letter fee. Predates by less
than a year the Jay Treaty.

St John (n b)–Boston, 1798. Rated collect Sh (ip) 14 ¢, made up from 4¢ incoming ship letter fee, and 10¢ u s

rate, Boston–Springfield, 61–100miles. Ms Capt Leavitt, via Boston. Straightline boston, where Bishop mark
was applied.



Halifax–Rhode Island, 1799

Halifax–Newport (RI), via New York, 1799. Straightline HALIFAX (showing bounding circle); Halifax POST
PAID. Prepaid 41⁄2 d cy, equivalent to 4 d stg, apparently the rate by British packet, Halifax–New York; then
charged 17¢ u s postage, New York to Newport.



NS to UK (ship letter), 1766
Carried by private ship not under contract to the post office or the Admiralty. In 1765, the rates on incoming
(to the uk) ship letters were modified to flat 1d ship letter fee plus internal uk postage, to be paid by the
recipient.

Early ship letter, Halifax to London, 9October 1766. Rated 1d ship letter fee and 4d over 80miles within England
& Wales from port to destination, totalling 5d.

Straightline PEMBROKE (Wales), likely port of arrival, Bishop mark dated 24 no applied at London.



Nova Scotia–UK, Dockwra penny post, 1767–8

Lunenberg (n s)–London, 1767–8. Dockwra paid penny post g fr (general office), posted at 5 o'clock. Pre-
sumably carried privately to London. A letter from the Revd Mr Moreau, missionary to the French at Lunenburgh,
dated Oct 15 1767. Recd at Committee April 11.1768. Same addressee as 1766 ship letter.



NS–UK, British packet from New York via Boston, 1772
Letter on next page

Eglinton (n s)–Dumfries (Scotland), 1772. According to contents, Eglinton is on the Windsor Road, 24miles
from Halifax. It had no post office, and does not seem to exist as an entity now.

Carried to Boston, where it received the pink Bishop mark (upper right), and charged To pay 10 d stg, for
the trip Boston–New York (in effect from 1765). At lower right is a faint inverted partial straightline BO
of Boston (the terminal two letters are also barely visible). Arriving in New York, it was struck with the
two-line straightline new york. At London, a Bishop mark dated 20 IY (20 July) was applied. That puts it
aboard the packet ship Harriet, under Captain Oak.

At London, the in
d
and pac

t
postage accounting mark was applied (one of only two known on covers

from what is now Canada), with a rate of 1/10, made up from 1/– packet rate from New York (1765–97) and
the previous 10 d. In the same period, incoming letters were charged inland rates from London. In Scotland,
an additional 6 d (London–Kirkaldy) was added, In all 2/4. with a lot of help from Tim O'Connor (u s)

To pay 10 and Boston Bishop mark, with
month ma.

Inverted bo, initial segment of Boston straight-
line; appears lower right. Even fainter on

appears above the I in In all



NS–UK



NS–UK ship letters, 1789 & 1791

Halifax–London (uk), ship letter, 1789. Rated collect
1N stg, made up from incoming ship letter fee
(4 d) plus mileage, Greenock (Scotland)–London.

SHIP, applied at Greenock (Robertson s-2), known
1763–92.

Halifax to London, 2December 1791. Rated
collect 5: 1d ship letter fee and 4d over
80miles within England & Wales from
port to destination.

Straightline deal ship–lre (Robert-
son s4, known 1790–1794) port of ar-
rival. Common London receiver, dated
de 20.



Free mail
Mail that passed through the mail (in at least one jurisdiction) free franked, either due to Parliamentary
privilege (uk), as postmaster's perquisite (b n a), or on official government business.

Parliamentary privilege, 1792
Probably the only known transatlantic example with English Parliamentary free handstamp (April 1791–
August 1792).

Parliamentary free, London–New Brunswick, 15 February 1792. Franked Free W Molleson [William], comptroller
and ex-officio member of Parliamentary commission of audit of Army accounts, thus having franking priv-
ileges. No New Brunswick postage charged.

Red (Parliamentary) free dated handstamp (Lovegrove jl11), known used for 16months. Small double
circle London datestamp. Halifax double split circle (MacDonald hal4b, known 1788–96). Addressed to
Lt-Governor Carleton, explaining why there is no b n a postage charged.



Scotland to PEI via Falmouth–Halifax packet, 1798
Outgoing (Falmouth) packet rate was 1/– per rate plus internal uk rate via London 1765–1797; the latter was
altered to internal UK rate direct to Falmouth (1797–1805).

Edinburgh to p e i, via Halifax, 1798. Rated prepaid Pd 4/4, double combined (1/– packet from Falmouth &
internal rate for directmail Edinburgh–Falmouth (1/2); charged 31⁄2,made up of 1d cy delivery fee to the port
of Halifax, and internal BNA ship letter fee (2d stg = 2

1⁄2d cy), seldom seen to p e i.

Edinburgh Bishop mark (style in use to 1806), London double circle paid with four-figure year at base
(1795–1801); small boxed halifax n.s (1797–99, fewer than five examples reported).

Prince Edward Island was known as Isle St John until 1799.



Domestic and Canadian mail
Early domestic

Chester (n s)–Lunenburg, 1773. Seemingly 6 at the bottom, although it could be something else. No postal
routes are known to have existed at this time, so it could not have been through the post. The distance was
about 25miles.

The letter was written by the Rev John Seccombe (1708–92), one of the founders (in 1761) of a settlement
in the Chester area, originally called Shoreham. The addressee, Bruin Romkes Comingo (1723–1820), was the
first Presbyterian minister ordained in Canada (and by Seccombe).

The letter enclosed a letter which was to be forwarded to people on their arrival at Halifax.



Private carriage, 1774

The Halifax post office had opened in 1754; however, no n smail routes existed twenty years later. This letter
from former Lieutenant-Governor Michael Francklin (at Halifax) [1733–82; served 1766–72] to LaHave (just
70 km along the coast) had to be carried privately.

Halifax–La Have, 1774. Carried by favour. La Have was the former capital of Acadie; in Lunenburg County,
there was no post office of this name until the 1840s.

Received & forwarded by Sir Yr most obedient Servt Wm Schwartz, 18 March 74.

Recommended to the care of D Chr Jessen Esqr at Lunenberg.

Docketing reads, Governor Francklin, 12th March 1774, although he had been out of office for two years.



By favour NS–NB, 1787

Halifax–St Johns (alternative name for St John), 1787. Per the Schooner Jane.



Quebec–NB, 1798
Eighteenth century mail between (Lower) Canada and n b is almost nonexistent.

Quebec–Mlle LeBrun, New Brunswick, 1798. Rated PAID 1/4, 501–600miles. How this got to destination is
mysterious.

Large circular quebec canada handstamp, known 1798–9. The year indicia were removable. It encloses
a separate handstamp, the Bishop mark used at Quebec, known 1777–99, often in conjunction with other
instruments, as here.



Intercolonial and domestic mail, 1801–1851
NB & NS domestic
Charges for letter mail within n b and n s depended (very roughly) on distance, and were a hodge-podge.
Every pair of offices had a distinct rate, sometimes depending on direction or season. There were rate
modifications in 1835, and finally, in 1843, rates came to be determined strictly by road mileage, with the
same rate schedule as for the Province of Canada.

Multiple rates were determined by enclosures or weight in quarter ounces, exactly as in Canada, until
January 1844, when the rates were per half-ounce.

In addition, collect (that is, initially unpaid) letters were charged at every post office they went through.
At a way office, there was a way office fee of 2 d. This ceased in 1844.

Letters could be either fully prepaid or fully unpaid; partially prepayment was not permitted (with the
obvious exceptions of prepaid letters subject to additional charges en route, such as forwarding, or deter-
mination that the weight or number of sheets had been underestimated).

Some offices, such as Halifax and Fredericton, had local delivery service; the fee was a flat 1 d.

St John–Fredericton, 1811. Rated collect 1/2 cy, double 7 d.

Poorly inked St John N∗B straightline, known 1795–1820.



Halifax–Fredericton, 1810
Rates were originally given in sterling and had to be converted to currency (this changed soon after 1810).
One of the few examples where we can definitively say that themultiple rate was determined first in sterling,
then converted to currency (rather than simply multiplying the single rate in currency, which is what
usually occurred).

Halifax–Fredericton, quadruple, 1810. Prepaid. Rate Halifax–Fredericton was 10 d stg; quadrupled, this is 3/4 d
stg, which converts to 3/81⁄2 cy. If the usual order of operations took place, the rate would have been 4 × 11 d
= 3/8.

Halifax encircled POST PAID handstamp known 1790–1815. Straightline halifax known 1804–7 and
1810–2.



Halifax to Fort Lawrence, 1815
Fort Lawrence (Cumberland Co, n s) was near the n s/n b border, and was the predecessor of Cumberland/
Amherst. A post office may have existed here prior to 1825 (no postmarks are known). The Cumberland
office was opened in 1825, and the name Fort Lawrence appears to have been extinguished.

Halifax–Fort Lawrence, 1815. Rated 9∂ d cy.



NB distance table

Mileage between offices in New Brunswick, ca 1826. Watermarked J Rump 1826. Many of the names require
interpretation, and many did not have a post office until much later (and some refer to way offices).

Ouelle: Rivière Ouelle, lc; Long's: may be a settlement at the end of Long Lake, n b; Indian Village: Edmunston,
n b; Great Falls: Grand Falls, n b; Narhawivikic: Narkavic, n b. On the lower two tables, Baxter's, Watson's, Toby's,
Mathew's, Gillan's likely are the names of the way office keepers (possibly also owners of inns along the routes).

Rates were loosely based on distance, except that to or from u & lc, were strictly by road mileage.



NB, quadruple and quintuple

St John–Fredericton, quadruple, 1820s. Rated 1 oz paid 2/4 cy, 4 × 7 d. st john fleuron wings, known 1816–42,
usually poorly struck.

St John–Fredericton, quintuple, 1820s. Rated 11⁄4 oz paid 2/11 cy, 5 × 7 d. AC is an abbreviation (frequently used
in the Maritimes) for after closing, equivalent to too late.



NB multiple, triple and quadruple plus local delivery fee
A few larger offices in n s and n b implemented a 1 d local delivery fee.

St John–Fredericton, 1832. Rated 3/4 oz paid 1/9, triple, and pencilled 1∂ . Very faint St John fleurons postmark
on reverse.

St John–Fredericton, quadruple, 1820s. Rated collect 2/4 cy, 4 × 7 d, plus 1 d letter carrier fee (Fredericton).



NB multiples, septuple and octuple

St John–Fredericton, septuple, 1820s. Rated 13/4 oz paid 4/1 cy, 7 × 7 d, plus collect 1∂ Fredericton carrier fee.

St John–Fredericton, octuple, 1825. Rated collect 2 oz 4/8 cy, 8 × 7 d. Faint St John fleuron wings.



NS domestic

Halifax–Yarmouth (n s), 1814. Rated collect 1/11⁄2 d cy (known rate).

First year of use the common Halifax four blobs postmark (known to 1845); strikes are usually unclear.

Halifax–Arichat (n s), 1823. Rated collect 1/3 d cy (known rate).



NS domestic

Halifax–Kings College, Windsor (n s), 1826. Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy.

Letter from James Cochrane of Kings College, asking the recipient to take over a mathematics class.



NS drop letters
Drop letters were charged 1 d cy, regardless of enclosures (the top cover contains an enclosure). Both of
these were written inWindsor, but from the absence of 41⁄2 d rate marks, we conclude that they were carried
privately to Halifax and mailed there.

Halifax drop letter, 1826. Rated collect 1∂ cy.

Halifax drop letter, 1826. Rated collect 1∂ cy. King's College was in Windsor until 1855.



NS–NB

Halifax–Fredericton, 1831. Initially charged 8 d cy, underpaying the 11 d rate; 3was added to bring it up to the
correct rate.

Two strikes of Halifax four blobs..

Halifax–Fredericton, 1832. Rated prepaid P 11, the correct rate.

halifax n.s. paid broken circle, known 1817–39, usually in red.



NB

Pointe de Butte–Chatham/Miramichi, 1840. Initially charged 2 d for deposit at a way office and to be sent to the
nearest post office; then fd 6 (forward), likely for Richibucto–Dorchester, and 5 d for Dorchester–Chatham.
Total is 1/1 cy collect.

Richibucto–Fredericton, 1836. Collect1/3 cy, the known rate between these two offices. AC (denotes after closing)
at left.



NS
Postmaster's perquisite

Halifax–Annapolis, postmaster privilege, dectuple, 1836. Rated collect 6/9 cy, dectuple rate (21⁄2 oz), miscalculated
as 9 × 9 d cy, Halifax–Annapolis (the factor should have been 10, not 9).

The package originally weighed 31⁄2 oz (14 ×), but postmasters were entitled to four single letters (or two
double, or one quadruple) per mailing as part of their perquisites, here noted as 1 oz, privilege.

The halifax circle (1830–8) is scarce, and clear strikes (as here) are rare.



Way offices
A collect cover was charged 2 d cy for each way office that it passed through.

Arichat–Port Hood, 1838. Rated collect 2 2 4, passing through two way offices. Arichat ∗ n s cancel (relatively
common within this class).



Nova Scotia local
A 2 d rate existed in n s and n b for nearby offices; it was also the way office rate (on collect letters passing
through). Way offices were collection points where mail was deposited by senders, typically inns or grocery
stores. They were officially recognized, and occasionally, upgraded to regular post offices. Hundreds prob-
ably existed. On the other hand, a way letter is one handed to the letter carrier, to be deposited at the next
post office or way office on route.

Arichat (n s)–Plaister Cove, 1839. Rated collect 2 d nearby office rate. arichat n.s ∗, known 1833–40.

Arichat–Plaister Cove, 1840. Charged 2 d cy, adjacent office or way office rate. Plaister Cove was a way office
1832–43, and a post office thereafter.



Rate change?
Same correspondence, Arichat to Plaister Cove, November 1841 and September 1842, but rated collect 3 d
and 2 d respectively. It is unclear why there was a 3 d charge in November 1841, but not in March 1840 or
September 1842.

These crude ratestamps not listed in [jj].

Arichat–Plaister Cove, November 1841.

Arichat–Plaister Cove, September 1842.



Way office 2 d charge
Collect letters were charged 2 d for forwarding to the next (way) office.

Halifax–Plaister Cove (n s), 1840. Rated collect 9 d cy (101–200miles), and way office forwarding fee of 2 d (on
unpaid letters passing through a way office on route to destination).

Halifax–Gut of Canso (n s) 1840. Rated collect 9 d cy from Halifax to a way office near Gut of Canso, and 2 d
from the nearby office to destination.



Via a nearby office

Pictou–Gut of Canso (n s) 1841. Rated collect 4 d cy from Pictou to Arichat (a known rate–and 9 d if prepaid)
and 2 d to destination.

Halifax–Londonderry (n s) 1842. Rated collect 5 d cy from Halifax to a way office, and 2 d to destination.



NB "way"
Ms way means that the letter was handed to a letter carrier on his way. It was to be left at the next post
office and rated there. There was no additional charge.

Datelined St Stephen, to Fredericton, 1836. Ms Way; rated collect 41⁄2 d cy at the office it was carried to, probably
St Andrews, then charged an addition 9 d for St A–Fredericton.

Datelined Prince William, to Fredericton, 1849. MsWay; rated collect 41⁄2 d cy (by this time, under 60miles) at the
office it was carried to. The letter was a request for a way office at Prince William.



New Brunswick Way Office

Fredericton–St Davids, via Saint John and St Andrews, November 1850. Retd per WO, OB / 19 Ap 51 (OB: probably
initials of the way office keeper), and rated 7 d cy, with fredericton paid handstamp. Not called for; letter
returned five months later. St Davids did not appear to have had even a way office.



Free mail within NS and NB
Postmasters could send and receive letters on official business at no charge. For personal mail, they were
entitled to free postage a certain number (four has been seen) of single letters (or equivalent) per mailing,
as part of their perquisites. Mail to government offices was often free, within ten days of parliamentary
sessions (the rules are not clear).

Halifax–Digby, 1832. Free franked by
John Howe Jr, n s dpmg (1818–43).

Fredericton–Le Have (n s), 1837. Ms
Free Ja Lepel (postmaster).

Pictou (n s)–Halifax, 1840. Ms Free.



NS free
Free franking extended to other Maritime provinces.

Halifax–Charlottetown, 1840. Free franked by the postmaster (who was not the sender); a commercial (not
post office business) letter; evidently, postmaster's perquisite.

Sydney (n s)–Pictou, via Antigonish, June 1842. Free, postmaster to postmaster.

antigonish n.s. ∗



NS free

dpmg–mail contractor, Truro, 1849. on post office free (both Halifax and Saint John had one of these). En-
dorsed AWoodgate, dpmg of Nova Scotia. Includes the original letter fromWoodgate, pointing out that fines
will be exacted if the contractor cannot manage eight miles per hour, and a pencilled response (obviously a
draft) from the contractor.



NS

Port à Pique (n s)–Halifax, 1837. Originally collect 4 d cy, altered to 5 d, to which 1 d local delivery fee was
added. AC (after closing) struck through.

Saint John–Granville (n s), 1837. Rated 41⁄2 d currency collect. Digby ∗.



NB
Collect covers were charged at every office on route.

Halifax–St Stephen (s), 1832. Initially charged 9 d Halifax–St John. Then successively, 4, 3, 41⁄2 d, total due
1/81⁄2 cy. Little is known about n b domestic rates pre-1835.

Pointe de Butte–Chatham/Miramichi, 1840. Initially charged 2 for carrier, to be deposited at the next way office;
then fd 6 (forward), likely for Richibuctou–Dorchester, and 5 d for Dorchester–Chatham. Total is 1/1 cy
collect.



NB–NS

Saint John–Halifax, 1841. Rated paid 1/6 cy, double rate. St John fleuron wings.

St John–Halifax, 1842. Rated paid 9 d (single). Addressed to the Lord Bishop of Nova Scotia.

Faint St John fleuron wings.



NS

Fredericton–Le Have (n s) 1842. Initially rated paid (inside the Fredericton serif paid datestamp) 1/101⁄2 cy; this
may be the correct rate, but it is unlisted in jgy. The letter was missent to Shelburne, but no additional fee
should have been charged for this (as it was the fault of the post office). Then it was rated collect 2/3, which
is mysterious.

There is a faint Fredericton circle datestamp just upper right of the paid stamp.



Rate changes
In 1843, n s and n b finally adopted the standard distance rates in use in Upper and Lower Canada.

Halifax–Londonderry (n s), 1842 (before rate changes). Rated collect 5 d to an unspecified way office, and
charged an additional 2 d to destination.

New Glasgow (n s)–Halifax, 1844. Originally rated free (on post office business, known 1843–53, applied at
Halifax), then charged 1/2 cy, double 61–100miles.



NB

Woodstock–Fredericton, 1843. Rated paid 1/2 cy, double 7 d.

Via Chatham and Saint John.

Dalhousie (n b)–Fredericton, doubled, 1844. Initially rated 1/11 cy collect; the rates Dalhousie–Chatham (1/–cy)
and Chatham–Fredericton (9 d) given in jgy only add to 1/9, so there must have been a way office charge,
e.g., dropping the letter at the way office. Then the notation excdg 1 ct (?) (perhaps this is supposed to mean
exceeding one sheet) explains the doubling of the postage charged, to 3/10 (although this was already in the
period when only weight mattered, not enclosures).



NS, NB

Halifax–Yarmouth (n s), 1843. Collect 111⁄2, 201–300miles plus 1 d carrier fee at Yarmouth.

Shelburne Paid to Saint John, 1843. Rated paid 111⁄2 d cy, 201–300miles.



Letter bill, NS

Annapolis–Granville, letter bill, 1843. Accompanies the mail from Annapolis to Granville. The unpaid postage
is 1/2, which probably represents one or two letters. Signed by the newly-appointed dpmg, succeeding
JosephHowe Jr.



NB

St Stephen–Fredericton, 1846. Rated paid 7 d (61–100miles).

Saint John–Fredericton, 1847. Rated paid 7 d.



NB

Hampton Ferry–Saint John, forwarded to Fredericton, 1850. Initially paid 41⁄2 d, forwarded and charged 7 d.

Fredericton–Chipman (n b), returned to sender viaWOCoalMines, 1850–1. Paid 41⁄2 d (under 60miles) at Fredericton
7 November 1850, via Gagetown, held at either Gagetown or the way office until 15 April 1851; endorsed Not
Known.

W-O-COAL-MINES double broken circle, known 1847–54.



NS

Pictou Paid (n s)–Halifax, 1849. Rated paid 7 d cy (61–100miles).

Pugwash (n s)–Halifax 1848. Rated 9 d cy collect, 101–200miles. Letter to Joseph Howe, provincial secretary,
dealing with patronage appointments (e.g., the coroner for the township containing Pugwash should be a
Liberal).



NS

Windsor Paid (n s)–Halifax, 1848. Rated paid 41⁄2 d cy (under 60miles).

Lunenberg (n s)–Halifax, 1850. Rated collect 7 d cy (61–100miles), and in pencil, the additional 1d local deliv-
ery fee at Halifax.



NS

West Branch East River of Pictou–Halifax, 1851. Rated PAID 7 d (61–100miles). East River of Pictou is in Pictou
County; it did not have a post office.

Fewer than ten examples of the DURHAM NS double broken circle are reported in [jj]. Proofed 1847.

The PAID handstamp is very unusual, and not reported in [jj] or [jgy].



Way letter

Eastville (n s)–Halifax, Way letter, 1849. Rated collect 41⁄2 d. Eastville (Colchester County) was a way office
1838–67. The ms Way indicates the letter was handed to the courier, rather than to the way office.



Circular just after postal autonomy

Halifax–Digby, mailed before 18 July 1851. Rated 3 d collect (although a circular, it was not eligible for the
printed matter rate, as it contained some handwriting). Addressed to an mpp (member of provincial parlia-
ment).

Receiving mark. Although the form is hand
dated 30 June 1851, the 3 d charge indicates
that it was mailed after n s took over the
post office, 6 July 1851. It is possible that the
sender simplywaited until the rates dropped.



NB–NS re PEI

Baie Verte (n b)–Halifax, 1849. Rated 9 d cy paid at destination, 101–200miles. Letter is an extensive discus-
sion of routing of mails to p e i. Should be scanned.



Mail between NS & NB and PEI

Halifax–Charlottetown, 3 February 1824. Rated 8 d cy collect, Halifax–p e i. The difficult winter crossing (via
Pictou) took over seven weeks.

Circular p r i n c e e dward i s l a n d made from loose type, typeset dated, and worn by this time. A
late use (known 1810–24).

Sussex Vale (n b)–Charlottetown, 1834. Rated Paid 9 d cy to Halifax, and charged 8 d Halifax to the Island. Par-
tially paid letters within the Maritimes are unusual.



NS–PEI

Halifax–StEleanors (p e i), 1835. Rated8 d cy collect, Halifax–Charlottetown, plus2 d Island rate, Charlottetown–
St Eleanors. The Halifax circle has de inverted.

Halifax–St Eleanors, 1839 (despite the docketing). Rated 8 d cy collect, Halifax–Charlottetown, plus 2 d Island
rate, Charlottetown–St Eleanors.



NS–PEI

St John–Charlottetown, 1836. Rated collect 9 d cy St John–Halifax, and 8 d Halifax–Charlottetown.

Halifax–Charlottetown, via Pictou, 1837. Collect 9 d cy, the rate Halifax to p e i from 1835. The letter is an invoice
for Fishhooks, which explains the endorsement at lower left.

pictou n.s. ∗



Consignee's letter, NS–PEI

Halifax–St Eleanors (p e i), 1834. Carried free, as usual for consignee's letters.



Consignee's letter?

Pictou–Charlottetown, 1839. Collect 41⁄2 d cy, the rate Pictou to p e i. The cover is endorsed with a parcel, so
perhaps should have been treated as a consignee's letter, and thus eligible for free postage.



PEI–NS, NB
Unpaid letters in n s & n bwere charged at each office they passed through. 2 d charges usually indicate that
the letter passed through a way office on route to destination.

Charlottetown–St John, 1833. Rated collect 4,4,11 d; the last is plausibly Amherst–Saint John. The winter rate
p e i–Amherst was only 4 d, although the summer rate was 8 d.

Charlottetown–Onslow (n s), forwarded back to Charlottetown, 1836. Rated collect 4,4,4 d cy, which is somewhat
mysterious: 4 d cy, for each of p e i–Pictou (rated had changed from 41⁄2) and Pictou–Truro; Onslow had no
post office, somail was picked up fromTruro, and the same rates should have applied in the reverse direction.
So the charges should have been four times 4 d.

Dated circular prince edwards island, known typeset 1836–40

pictou n.s. ∗ and truro n.s. ∗ hammers.



PEI–NS

Savage Harbour (p e i)–Bridgetown (n s), 1843. Rated collect 111⁄2 d cy, mileage (201–300miles). Savage Harbour
had no post office until 1893.

Unusually clear (first year of use) prince edward island datestamp.

Charlottetown–Bridgetown (n s), 1847. Rated collect 1/11⁄2 d cy, which is mysterious in view of the cover above.



PEI–NB, early envelope

Charlottetown–Halifax–Fredericton, 1837. Extremely early envelope, and we see why envelopes were not used
(until 1844): all the rates were doubled, owing to the enclosure. Charged 1/4 d cy, double 8 d p e i–Halifax,
and 1/101⁄2 cy, obtained by doubling the 10 d stg rate Halifax–Fredericton (11 d cy), and converting back to
currency; the latter is extremely unusual.



Intercolonial: relations with the province of Canada
Rates between Upper & Lower Canada and n s & n b were by road mileage until postal autonomy in 1851.

Lower Canada–NS, 1809

Monkville (near Montreal; had no post office)–Halifax, 1808–9. Rated PAID 2/1 cy, 801–900miles, and charged
1∂ local delivery fee in Halifax. Datelined 16November 1808; Montreal straightline reads 26December 1808,
and docketing yields arrival date of 16 February 1809.

A long Monk family letter.



NS, NB–Quebec

Halifax–Quebec, 1814. Rated collect 1/8 cy, 801–900miles. First year of Halifax four blobs dater.

St John–Quebec, double, 1830. Rated collect 3/– cy, 2 × 1/6 mileage. St John fleuron wings on reverse.



Quebec–NB, 1832, 1833

Quebec–Miramichi, 1832. Rated collect 2/8 cy, and an additional 2/–. This is likely double 1/4, Quebec to
Fredericton (361miles), and 1/–, Fredericton to Miramichi.

Restigouche (n b)–Quebec via Fredericton, 1833. Rated collect 2/6 cy, double 1/3 (301–400miles, possibly miscal-
culated). Prior to the route via Miramichi.

The faint mark at upper left is the large crude Miramichi ∗, known 1828–34



LC–NS

Quebec–Halifax, 1829. Rated collect 1/8 d cy (801–900miles), and Halifax local delivery fee of 1 d .

Montreal–n b via u s

Montreal–St Andrews (n b), via Lake Champlain and Boston, 1838. Rated PAID 9 d cy, double under 60miles to the
border, PAID 371⁄2¢ double u s rate 150–400miles to Boston from the St Andrews exchange. Then charged
4∂ at the St Andrews-Robbinston exchange point, double the cross-border rate.

steamboat handstamp applied on Lake Champlain.



NB–LC
Collect letters sent from n b and n s were charged at the post offices (and way offices, the charge being 2 d)
that they passed through. This led to complicated rates. Part of the problem is that many pre-1835 rates
(and some post-1835) are not documented.

Restigouche–Quebec, 1834.
From Restigouche (no post
office); however, nearby
wasDalhousie (northern
tip of n b). Miramichi
(later, Chatham) is south-
east of Dalhousie.

Fredericton is southwest
of Miramichi; the route,
Dalhousie to Miramichi
to Fredericton,moves far-
ther from Quebec.

Dalhousie–Miramichi is
rated 1/– cy.

Post-1835 rates listed in
[jgy] give 9 d for Chatham
to Fredericton (or 1/1 if
byDorchester). It is plau-
sible that the pre-1835 rate
was 1/–.

It would be nice if the
rate Fredericton to Que-
bec were 1/4; but it was
1/– stg, or about 1/2 cy. It
is possible that at the time,
roadmileage exceeded400,
although there is no evi-
dence of that.

Restigouche–Quebec, 1833. Double rates of the
cover above. Either the weight was 1⁄4+–1⁄2
ounces, or there was an enclosure.

This one has double the rates with same
set of postmasters, but doesn't have most
of the postmarks (the n b ∗ series was in-
troduced in 1833, but only one office has a
strike recorded then).

Not shown is a Fredericton serif double bro-
ken circle, dated 15 September 1833, support-
ing the last leg being Fredericton to Quebec.



Intercolonial

Halifax–Kingston (cw), 1844. Rated collect 2/5 cy, 901–1000miles.

Madawaska–Quebec, 1845. Rated Paid 9 d, intercolonial, 101–200miles.

MADAWASKA NEW BRUNSWICK postmark known 1839–48.



Intercolonial

St John–Cornwall (cw), 1848. Rated paid 1/8 cy, 501–600miles.

Script Too Late, issued by the London g p o to only two offices in b n a, Saint John and Charlottetown.
Previously only reported in 1845.



Canada to n b after Canada's postal autonomy but before that of NB
In the period after the province of Canada had taken over its post office (6 April 1851), but before n b had
(6 July 1851). As a result, the cover was charged the new 3 d intercolonial rate from Upper Canada to n b, but
once in n b, was charged according to mileage. A month later, the total would have been 3 d.

McKillop (u c)–Caledonia Mills (n b), 7 June 1851. Rated collect 3 d cy, domestic/intercolonial rate (instituted
in Canada 6 April 1851) to n b. Then charged 9 d cy at the first office it reached in n b from Quebec, for
the distance 101–200miles to destination. Caledonia Mills did not have a post office, but Woodstock was
nearby.

Serif double broken circle mc k i l l o p u.c., previously reported 1847–49. Post office open 1836–55.



Mail between Newfoundland and NS & NB
Surprisingly difficult to find

St John's to Miramichi (n b), 1831. Privately carried to Halifax. Rated collect 1N6 cy, Halifax to Miramichi.



From Newfoundland

St John's–Gut of Canso (n s), 1842. Rated collect 4 d stg port to port rate to Halifax, converted to 41⁄2 d cy, then
collect 9 d to a post office close to destination, and nearby office rate of 2 d, totalling 1/31⁄2 cy due.

St John's to Quebec via Halifax, 1848. Rated 4 d stg originally, port to port rate to Halifax; struck through and
replaced by (collect) 2/01⁄2 cy, made up of 1/8 cy Halifax to Quebec (by mileage) and translation of 4 d stg to
41⁄2 d cy. Nine days overland to Quebec. quebec datestamp on front is offset from a cover on top.



NF–NS
Carried by favour from St John's (Newfoundland) to Sydney.

St John's–Plaister Cove, via Sydney, 1845. Rated collect 7 d cy (61–100miles, Sydney–Plaister Cove).



Mail between US and Nova Scotia & New Brunswick
US–NS, 1817

New York–Shelburne via Halifax, 1817. Carried privately by Mr Braine of Ship Eagle. Is that a rate mark at right
(representing 31⁄2, incoming ship letter plus local Halifax delivery fees)?



NS–US

Halifax–Philadelphia, 1820. Rated paid 9 d cy, double port to port rate (4 d stg ≡ 41⁄2 d cy), and charged double
80–150mile rate (121⁄2¢), New York–Philadelphia.

halifax n.s. paid circular, known 1817–39, but seldom seen; usually in red.

Horton (n s; became Wolfville)–South Hadley Canal (MS), 1830. Rated collect SHIP 141⁄2 ¢, made up from 2¢ in-
coming ship letter fee, and 121⁄2¢ u s rate, Boston to destination, 80–150miles.



NS, NB–US

FromWheeling (VA), to the care of John Wilson, ferryman at Beaubers Point, Nelson Parish, near Cumberland (n s), via St
Andrews (n b), 1834. Rated paid 25 ¢, over 400miles to the St Andrews-Robbinston exchange, then charged
9 d cy plus 1/–; we can only guess what the intermediate office was, but Saint John is plausible; the rate St
Andrews–St John is known to have been 9 d; the rate St John–Amherst (formerly Cumberland) was 11 d in
1835, so could have been 1/– in 1834.

st andrews nb, a relatively common straightline.

Newcastle (n b)–Boston, 1836. Rated Paid 1/7 (to St Andrews/Eastport exchange), and charged u s 183/4¢ from
Eastport to Boston. Originally Missent to Halifax. The Eastport clerk has struck through the two paid ms.



Cumberland/Amherst–US
Cumberland (Cumberland Co, n s) was often known as Amherst, but the official name change of the post
office took place only in 1842. On 6 January 1845, the Amherst post office was destroyed by fire, and the
two serif double broken circle hammers (as on second cover) were lost. As a result, examples are scarce, and
fewer than 10 strikes of the Paid handstamp were reported in [jj], and fewer than 25 of the dated handstamp.

Cumberland (n s)–Hartford (CT), 1836. Originally rated paid 1/8 cy, made up from 9 d to St John and 11 d
St John to St Andrews/Robbinston exchange point. At Robbinston, charged 25¢, u s rate over 400miles
to destination.

cumberland ns ∗ is one of the scarcer Maritime ∗ cancels; fewer than 10 strikes reported in [jj]. Blue st
andrews nb ∗ postmark, one of the three commonest n b ∗ cancels.

Amherst–Hartford, 1844. Rated paid 111⁄2 d cy to the St Andrews-Robbinston exchange; this is a substantial
reduction from earlier rate (rates changed, to some extent, in 1843). At Robbinston, paid struck through,
and 25¢ charged as above.



US–NS
Minudia/Minudie (Cumberland County, n s) is not far from Amherst (Cumberland).

Boston–Minudie (n s), 1838. Rated collect 181⁄2¢, u s rate 150–400miles, Boston–St Andrews/Robbinston ex-
change; this was converted to AP 111⁄2 d cy, to which 9 d (St Andrews–St John) and 11 d (St John–destination,
near Amherst) was added, making a total due of 2/71⁄2 cy.

Chambersburg (PA)–Minudie (misspelled Maundia), 1839. Initially rated collect 121⁄2¢ (80–150miles), corrected to
25¢, over 400miles u s rate to the St Andrews-Robbinston exchange. This was converted to AP 1/3 cy, and
as above, 9 d and 11 d added, making a total of 2/11 cy due.

Blue st andrews nb ∗ postmark, one of the most common n b ∗ cancels.



US–NS, NB

Cohoes (NY)–Manuda [Minudie]
(n s), 1840. Rated prepaid183/4¢ d
u s to the cross-border exchange
at St Andrews (under400miles,
altered from 25¢, the rate over
400miles), then charged 9 d
+ 11 d for the offices that it passed
through.

Blurred blue StAndrews ∗ (very
common).

Bangor (ME)–St John, 1841. Rated paid
121⁄2¢, Bangor to St Andrews exchange
(80–150miles), and charged 8 d cy, St
Andrews to St John.

Norfolk (VA)–Shelburne (n s), 1842. Paid
25¢ (over 400miles) to the StAndrews-
Robbinston exchange; charged 8 d cy
to Shelburne, but struck out, as ad-
dressed to the postmaster.

On reverse, St Andrews ∗.



US–NB,NS

New York–Fredericton, quadruple, 1840. Rated collect 100 (one dollar; initially triple, 75¢), quadruple u s rate
at 25¢ per quarter ounce or enclosed sheet over 400miles. At the Robbinston-St Andrews exchange, this
was converted to AP 5/– cy, to which quadruple 7 d (Woodstock–Fredericton) rate was added. Total due was
7/4 cy.

The addressee could no doubt pay for it, as he was Major-General Sir John Harvey, k c b (Knight Com-
mander of the Order of the Bath; below Knight Grand Cross of the order, but above Companion). From a
Mr Featherstonehaugh (usually pronounced Fanshaw, although there are five other pronunciations in com-
mon use).

woodstock nb double circle, known 1839–42.

Charlestown (MA)–Granville (n s), 1843. Rated collect 183/4¢, 150–400miles to the St Andrews-Robbinston
exchange. This was converted to AP 111⁄2 d cy, to which 9 d (St Andrews to Annapolis, near Granville) [there
was no post office in Granville] rate was added, and then an additional letter carrier fee of 1 d.



US–NB

Eastport (ME)–St John, 1841. Rated paid 6¢, u s rate under 30miles; the exchange was Eastport/St Andrews,
so it may have been mailed from just outside Eastport. Then charged 9 d cy St Andrews–St John.

New York–St John, 1843. Rated collect 25¢, u s rate over 400miles, New York–Eastport/St Andrews exchange;
this translated to AP 1/3 cy (American postage), and then 7 d added for the rate St Andrews–St John (in 1843,
the rates changed to strictly by mileage, and thus the latter rated dropped by 2 d).



NS, NB–US

Londonderry (n s)–Roxbury (MA), 1842. Initially rated paid 11d cy (to the exchange point at St Andrews/ Rob-
binston); struck through, and marked Dropt into this office without paying the postage. J Ross. However, there are
no other rate marks, neither of n s, or American. As postage to the border had to be prepaid, this letter was
likely returned to sender.

t r u ro ∗ n s, fairly common.

St Andrews–Bangor (ME), 1834–45. Collect 121⁄2¢, u s rate 80–150miles, Robbinston–Bangor. As St Andrews
was an exchange point with Robbinston, the pm was an assistant u s postmaster, and so there was no b n a
charge.



NB–Boston with AC
Sometimes the ms AC marking (after closing; equivalent to too late) is difficult to read.

Saint John–Boston via St Andrews-Robbinston exchange, 1843. Prepaid 7 d cy to the exchange, and then charged
183/4¢ within the u s to Boston. Red AC (upper left) applied at Saint John.

St John–Boston, 1845. Prepaid 7 d to the St Andrews–Robbinston exchange, and charged 183/4¢ mileage to
Boston. Ms AC applied at Saint John.



NB–US

St John–Bangor (ME), 1843. Rated paid 7 d cy to St Andrews/Robbinston exchange, with paid struck through
in u s. Then charged 121⁄2¢, u s rate over 80–150miles, Robbinston–Bangor.

St John–Philadelphia, 1844. Rated paid 7 d cy to St Andrews/Robbinston exchange. Then charged 25¢, u s
rate over 400miles, Robbinston–Philadelphia.



NB–US

St Thomas (n b)–Houlton (ME), 1844. Rated Paid 111⁄2 d cy, representing 201–300miles. This is part of a known
correspondence, wherein the letter was not delivered to the u s, but left to be picked up at Woodstock [d2].
This explains the lack of u s postage.

The distance Madawaska–Woodstock is only about 125miles; there are two possibilities for St Thomas,
Carleton County (more likely), or Kent County (neither had a post office at the time), but these are far to the
east, and it wouldn't make sense to send the letter via Madawaska.

Halifax–New York, 1846. Kennedy correspondence. Prepaid 1/11⁄2 cy Halifax to the St Andrews–Robbinston
(Maine) exchange, then charged 10 ¢ to New York (over 300miles).



US–NB
Baltimore–St John, 1846. Rated col-
lect 10¢, u s rate over 300miles to
the exchange at St Andrews; this con-
verted (AP) to 6 d cy, then charged
7 d St Andrews–St John.

Charlestown (MS)–Saint John, forwarded
to Hampton (n b). 1847. Rated paid
10 ¢u s to the cross-border exchange
at St Andrews, then charged 7 d
to Saint John.

Letter forwarded toHampton, with
additional charges of 41⁄2, and 2 d,
the latter the way office fee (col-
lect covers were charged at each
office they passed through).



Both directions NS–US by British packet
From 1842–20 September 1849, the British packet rate between Halifax and Boston (and eventually, New
York) was 1/– stg per half ounce.

Halifax–New York, single/double, 1843.

Rated prepaid 1/– stg (at left) single
rate to u s via packet to Boston, then
charged initially203/4, single rate un-
der 300miles and 2¢ incoming ship
letter fee; determined to have an en-
closure, so charged double in the u s,
making 391⁄2¢ due.

Via the Cunard Acadia. Kennedy cor-
respondence.

Common Halifax tombstone.

New York–Halifax, 1846. Rated collect
1/– stg, rateNewYork–Halifax by packet.
The Halifax datestamp is an exchange
marking, proofed 1845, and knownused
to 1860.

Halifax–New York, 1848. Paid 1/– stg
by Cunard to New York, then charged
6¢ ship letter fee at the port of arrival.



NS–US by British packet
Initially the charge was 1/– per half ounce to Boston, plus u s internal postage.

Halifax–New York, 1847.

Paid 1/– , rate by British packet,
Halifax to Boston, and charged7¢
(2¢ incoming ship letter plus 5¢
Boston–New York).

Halifax–NewYork, 1847. Rated as above.
Kennedy correspondence.

Halifax–NewYork, 1847. Rated
as above.



Just before and during retaliatory rates period
For the period July–December 1848, the u s charged 24¢ retaliatory rate on incoming British packet mail, in
response to the British surcharge on incoming mail on u s packets.

Halifax–Boston, last sailing of British packet before retaliatory rates, 28 June 1848. Rated paid 1/– cy by packet to
Boston, with arced ship 6, incoming ship letter fee at port of arrival.

Halifax–New York, first sailing of British packet during retaliatory rates, 5 July 1848. Rated paid 1/– cy packet rate
to Boston; then charged 24¢ retaliatory rate. Carried on the Caledonia.



NS–US by packet

Halifax–New York, April 1849. Rated (compulsorily) prepaid packet (Cunard) 1/– stg, and charged 5¢ at
Boston, to New York.

Pictou–New York, June 1849. Faint strike of the serif double broken circle pictou ns paid; the rate appears to
be 1/6, which is probably in sterling, coming from 1/– British packet plus 6 d stg (usually given as 7 d cy),
101–200miles Pictou to Halifax. This despite the fact that on packet mail with uk, the inland rate was fixed
at 2 d stg.

Then it appears to have been charged 24¢, the u s rate on an unpaid letter from uk. This is a misrating.



NS–US packet rate change
The rate Halifax to Boston or New York by British packet dropped (from 1/–) to 41⁄2 d cy per half ounce on
20 September 1849.

Truro (n s)–New York, double rate, by British packet, 1847. Paid 2/–, double rate (per half ounce) by sea Halifax to
Boston, and charged 12¢ (2¢ incoming ship letter plus double 5¢ Boston–New York), overstriking original
7 (for single rate).

Truro–New York, 6 October 1849. Paid 9 d cy, made up of 41⁄2 for each of Truro–Halifax (under 60miles), and
British packet Halifax–Boston. Then charged 5¢ in Boston, for the trip to New York.

The truro·n.s. paid double broken circle is fairly scarce.



NS–US by British packet
On 20 September 1849, postage to New York or Boston via British packet became 4 d stg (41⁄2 d cy); on 6 July
1851, the packet rate became 5 d cy.

Halifax–NewYork, 27November 1849. Rated
paid 4 d stg by packet, and charged 5¢
Boston–New York.

Halifax–Boston, 4 September 1850. Paid
4 d stg by packet, and charged 5¢New
York–Boston.

Small nonserif HALIFAX PAID tomb-
stone, proofed 3August 1850 in Lon-
don; earliest reported example. Rarely
seen, but known to 1860.

Halifax–Bethlehem (PA) via Boston, 1850.
Rated prepaid 4 d stg, British packet
to Boston, and charged u s domestic
rate of 10¢ at Boston.



Cunard packets between Halifax and US, 1851



NB–US via Gunnison's Express
Gunnison's Express (1844–51, re-established 1853), carried parcels and some letters between Boston, East-
port, and Saint John.

St John–Boston, via Gunnison's express, 1844. No n b postage required, as the express left from St John. Charged
at upper right 121⁄2¢; this is probably Gunnison's fee, delivered to Boston.

Favor's express
Hiram Favor (Boston) established a package express in 1849, and carried letters between St John and Boston
for a fee.

St John–NewYork, Favor's Express, 7May 1851. No Canadian postage, as carried privately by Favor. Rated collect
10 Cts at Boston, representing rate Eastport–New York, over 300miles; steam applied at Boston.



Packetmail betweenUK
and NS & NB
London–Nova Scotia,
three rate periods
London to Halifax, forwarded, 1804.
Rated prepaid1/10; 1/–packet and 10d,
London–Falmouth (increased from 8d
April 1801). Then charged 41⁄2d cy for-
warding (under 60miles) to Clermont
(no post office), altered to 7d cy (61–
100miles).

Red London paid circle (many vari-
ations), and Halifax straightline.

London to Halifax, 1808. Rated prepaid 2/;
during 1805–12, Falmouth packet rate was
1/1, and London–Falmouthwas 11d (150–230miles)

London–Halifax, 1813. Rated prepaid 2/2; in
1812, packet rate rose to 1/3.



UK–UC via packet to Halifax, 1807–8
Three straightlines

London–Charlottesville, near Chippawa (u c), July 1807–June 1808. Rated collect Packet 6/9 cy, triple 2/3: packet
1/1 stg Falmouth to Halifax, plus 11 d London–Falmouth (230–300miles), totalling 2/– stg, converted to cur-
rency (there is also an ms 6/– at left, the rate in sterling).

Then charged 5/– cy, triple 1/8, Halifax–Quebec. Next, forwarded 1/6; this is a very early example of the
different use of forwarded in Lower Canada. Apparently triple 6 d cy, and followed by an additional forwarded
2/4, which isn't triple anything. Total due is 15/7 cy.

A plausible explanation is that 1/6 is double 9 d, Quebec–Montreal, and 2/4 is double 1/2 (301–400miles,
closer to 320) Montreal–Chippawa (near Niagara Falls). Odd that it was treated as just one enclosure at
Quebec and Montreal, but two in London and Halifax.

Straightlines of Halifax (31August 1807), Quebec (21 September 1807with year inverted & 10April (1808)),
and Montreal (16 June 1808). Just why it was stuck in Quebec from September to April is mysterious, and
why it seems to have taken a further two months to get to Montreal is equally so.

Ms × at upper left might be a London postal inspector's marking, or it might be a random squiggle.



Packet, Halifax to England

Halifax to London, 1803. Rated 1/10 collect, made up as 1/– packet rate, and 10d Falmouth–London.

Straightline halifax and partial London receiver.

Halifax to London, 1815. Rated 2/2 collect; in 1812, the packet rate became 1/3, and the internal rate Falmouth–
London rose to 11 d stg. Unusually clear common four blobs halifax dater (1814–45).



UK–NB packet, 1810

London–Saint John (n b), 1810. Single letter rates, 11 d stg London–Falmouth, 1/1 stg British packet, Falmouth–
Halifax; and 9 d cy, Halifax–Saint John. Originally rated paid (in London) 4/–, which would be double packet
to Halifax; this was struck through and replaced by another 4/–. It was then charged 9 (at right); this should
have been double, 1/6 cy. There is an additional 1 d local delivery fee charged at destination.

Straightline halifax with bounding circle, known 1804–7 and 1810–2.

Durham (uk)–Fredericton,
1810. Rated paid P 2/2
(stg), made up of 1/3
packet rate plus 11 d in-
landDurham–Falmouth
(263miles according to
the postmark). Then
charged11 d cyHalifax–
Fredericton.

Straightline durham
withmileage, not listed
in cpb, 8th edition, prob-
ably an oversight.

Straightline halifax
with part of bound-
ing circle visible.



UK to Nova Scotia

Paid at Glasgow, to Halifax, 1815. Rated prepaid P 2/5, made up of 1/3 packet rate and 1/2 Glasgow–Falmouth
(400–500miles). No internal b n a postage, as it is addressed to Halifax.

Small oval paid at glasgow (1811–15), and straightline with mileage. Carried on the Hinchinbrooke.

Bristol to Sydney (Cape Breton), 1817. Rated prepaid P 2/1, packet rate 1/3 and 10d Bristol to Falmouth. Then
charged collect11dHalifax toAntigonish and7d cyAntigonish to Sydney (inNova Scotia andNewBrunswick,
unpaid letters were charged at each office en route).

Red circular bristol with mileage below; with two differently-dated four blobs Halifax daters (later one
has the date of departure).



PEI to England, misrated at Halifax and UK, 1816
Different rate schemes on covers carried on the same ship!

Charlottetown–London, same packet, different rates, 1816. Charlottetown–Pictou (n s)–Halifax, then carried on
the same ship (Halifax cancels have same date—on which the ship left port), and then Falmouth–London.

Earlier (bottom) rated 41⁄2 + 71⁄2 (C–P, P–H); this was converted to 10 d sterling and added to the now firm
2/2 packet rate to London, making 3/–. This was struck though and the 111⁄2 d cy was erroneously treated
as sterling, making the final amount due, 3/11⁄2.

Later cover (top) rated 7 d cy (just Pictou to Halifax; possibly carried to P), and then rated, inexplicably
2/81⁄2 struck through and replaced by 2/91⁄2.

Manuscript Pictou town datestamp, fewer than five known in this period.



Heavy, man England to New Brunswick
Clerks in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries often had difficulties calculating the rates on
large multiples.

London to Saint John (n b), octodectuple rate, 1817. Rated 41⁄2 oz (eighteen times the quarter ounce rate), 18× 2/2 =
£1/19 (packet rate, 1/3 plus 11d London–Falmouth); this converted to 43N4 cy (hence the 4N4 near the
sterling rate). An additional 4N6was charged, then on reverse another 3/0; the supplementary fee of 7/6 cy
(18 × 5 d) was supposed to pay Halifax–Saint John internal b n a postage (9 d cy per quarter ounce), but this
is much too small. Total charged was 50/10.

London datestamp on reverse.

London to Saint John, unidectuple rate, mostly prepaid, 1823. Rated 23/4 oz (eleven rates), 11 × 2/2 = £1/3/10 (red
manuscript at upper right), prepaid at London. On arrival at Halifax, charged an additional 8N3 cy, which
is 11 × 9 d per quarter ounce; this time the correct internal postage was collected.

Standard red large circle London paid datestamp and Halifax four blobs.



NB, NS–UK packet

Saint John–Aberdeen (Scotland), 1817. Rated collect 2/7 stg, made up from 1/3, the Halifax–Falmouth packet
rate, and 1/4, the 1805 inland rate for 701–800miles Falmouth–Aberdeen (distance ca720miles). Scottish
wheel tax of 1⁄2 d was added.

This leaves 2/ at upper right, and also the charge for Saint John–Halifax (8 d stg); confusing that the 2/–
rating was neither struck through nor added to the other rate. Possible that the letter was treated as triple
in Saint John (or Halifax), and thus liable to the 2/– rate, the enclosures not detected at Falmouth.

Clear st john fleuron wings postmark, known 1816–42, usually weak or blurred.

Halifax–London, double rate prepaid, 1820. Very unusual for this period, completely prepaid 4/10 cy, struck
through in UK and replaced by sterling equivalent 4/4, double 2/2 (1/3 to Falmouth and 11 d F–L).

Circular halifax ns paid, usually in red; also London receiver.



Ireland to NB

Belfast to Miramichi (n b), 1821. Rated 3/4; in the period 1821–27, Irish rates were computed via Dublin—thus
Belfast–Dublin, Dublin–Holyhead, and thenHolyhead–Falmouth, and Irish currencywas treated as sterling.
Then translated to 3N9 cy, and internal b n a rate 11 d for Halifax to Miramichi. Total due is 4N8 cy.

Circle date stamp belfast, and Halifax four blobs transit mark (70 days travel).



Ireland–NB

Ross (Ireland)–Liverpool, forwarded to St John (n b), triple, 1822. Rated collect 6/9 stg: triple 1/3 packet to Halifax;
the road distance Liverpool–Falmouth was well over 300miles (but less than 400), so at the 1805 inland
schedule was charged 1/– per enclosure.

This translated to Packet 7/6 cy, to which triple the rate Halifax–St John (9 d) was added, making a total
of 9/9 cy due.

This rating seems to ignore the Ross–Liverpool portion of the trip; at a road distance of about 260miles,
it would have been charged 1/– per enclosure (according to the 1812 schedule). The struck through rate
marks (upper right, 5/6; lower left, 2/3?) don't reflect this), and were not incorporated into the total, as
they should have been. If instead the inland rate was calculated for New Ross–Falmouth, the road distance
(via Dublin) being over 400miles, the inland charge would have been 1/1 per enclosure.



UK–NS, 1823

Bristol (uk)–Halifax, 1823. Rated paid P 2/– stg, made up of 1/3 packet rate plus 9 d inland Bristol–Falmouth
at the 1805 schedule (122miles according to the Bristol postmark).

The contents refer to grants in p e i:

Ipswich (uk)–Halifax, 1824. Rated paid P 2/4 stg, made up of 1/3 packet rate plus 11 d inland Ipswich–
Falmouth at the 1805 schedule. Ipswich Penny Post, fairly scarce.



UK–NS–NB

London–Saint John, via Halifax, 1823. Datestamp paid 4/4 stg, double transatlantic (London–Falmouth plus
Falmouth–Halifax packet); then charged 1/6 cy, double Halifax–Saint John.

Aberdeen–Newcastle (n b), 1826. Rated prepaid P 2/71⁄2, (Aberdeen–Falmouth [mileage 528] + packet + three-
wheel tax), and collect 1/6 cy, Halifax–Newcastle. Faint Halifax four blobs (1814–45) at lower left.



UK–NB

London–Saint John viaHalifax, triple, 1824. Rated collect6/6, triple the usual 2/2 London–Falmouth and packet.
Translated to 7N3 cy; and internal b n a added, triple 1/8—except that the rate Halifax–Saint John was only
9 d cy; evidently a substantial overcharge. Total due 12N3.

Double rim London circle; manuscript inspector's star (upper left) and large red handstamp star (indi-
cating letter was checked for rate and route; known 1819–25); Halifax four blobs.

Glasgow to Halifax, prepaid, 1829. Rated prepaid (faint) 2/5, made up of 1/3 packet plus 1/2 Glasgow to Fal-
mouth. Surprisingly, no trace of the Scottish wheel tax (half-penny) charge. At Halifax, charged the local
delivery fee of 1d cy.

Relatively common paid at glasgow rounded rectangle and borderless round dater on reverse.



Replacement letter
Original, dated 23 October 1828, on the maiden voyage of the Falmouth packet Ariel, sailed 20 November
1828, and never heard from again.

Copy of letter, Banff (Scotland) to Sydney (n s), 1828–29. This one was mailed 26 June. Rated collect 2/71⁄2,
incorporating the half-penny Scottish wheel tax; made up of 1/4 for Banff–Edinburgh and E–Falmouth,
and 1/3 packet. Then converted from sterling to currency (2N11), and internal Nova Scotia rates (Halifax–
Annapolis 11d cy, and Annapolis–Sydney 7d, total 1N6). Total due 4/5 cy.

Straightline banff, red circle dater used at Edinburgh, and Halifax four blobs (lower right).

Likely the only duplicate letter known associated with the Ariel. Carried on the Goldfinch (Falmouth 8
July; Halifax 10 August).



UK–NS, quintuple

Lombard Street (London)–Halifax, quintuple, 1827. Rated 11⁄4 oz 10/10 stg, 5 × 2/2 packet rate to Halifax (1/2 stg
London–Falmouth and 1/– transatlantic packet).



NS–UK, multiple rate

Halifax–Scotland, nine times rate, 1830. Rated 21⁄4 oz (nine times), £1/1/9, equalling nine times 2/5; this is
made up of 1/3 (packet) and 1/2 mileage to Falkirk using the 1805 scale (up to 600miles by road). And the
additional 1

2 d Scottish wheel tax.

Two over-inked Halifax four blobs daters (both dated no 8 1830) and London receiver (dec 28).



NS, NB—UK

Digby (n s)–Hull (uk), 1829. Rated paid 9 d cy Digby–Halifax (the PAID handstamps of many Maritime offices
are very similar). Then charged 2/4 stg, made up from 1/– stg packet plus 1/4 Falmouth–Hull.

Double circle digby post office, known 1825–41.

Fredericton–Beccles (Suffolk, England), 1833. Rated paid 11 (struck through; at upper left, PAID handstamp is also
struck through) Fredericton–Halifax, then charged 2/2, corrected by postal inspector (ms ×) to 2/3, made
up from 1/3 packet and 1/– for 301–400miles, Falmouth–Beccles (modern road mileage, 405).



UK–NB, NS

Bedford (uk)–St Andrews (n b), 1830. Rated collect 2/3 stg (1/– stg Bedford–Falmouth plus 1/3 stg packet rate,
Falmouth–Halifax), converted to Packet 2/6 cy. Then charged 9 d cy, Halifax–St John, and 7 d St John to St
Andrews, totalling 3/10. An additional 1 d local delivery fee was applied, bringing the amount due to 3/11
(upper right).

Deal (Kent)–Halifax, 1836. Rated collect
2/3 stg (at left), made up from 1/– stg
Kent–Falmouthplus 1/3 stg packet rate,
Falmouth–Halifax). This was then con-
verted incrementally in an odd sequence
to 3/– cy, which is really off.

The ms 2/7 on reverse may have been
the correct conversion (or more likely,
2/6 is the conversion, and 1 d local de-
livery fee was added; in this case, the
additional 4 and 2 are mysterious).

The Halifax circle is unusually clear.



NS–UK, letter found on a packet ship

Halifax to London, 1837.
Rated 2/2, packet letter.

Standard Halifax date stamp, and
larger boxed handstamp
packet letter. This was applied
on board ship to any letters found
there.



UK–NS
Name confusion: Liverpool and Halifax

Camelford (uk)–Liverpool (n s), confused with Liverpool (uk), 1837. Originally rated collect 1/1 stg (based on
internal mileage to Liverpool, uk); struck through and replaced by collect 2/3 stg (British packet plus
Liverpool–Falmouth). This converted to 2/6 cy at Halifax (n s), to which the 9 d cy fee, Halifax–Liverpool
(n s) was added. Total due, 3/3 cy.

can't be found Nova Scotia, Liverpool; evidently, the Liverpool (uk) postal clerk originally thought that Nova
Scotia was a district in Liverpool.

New York to Halifax (uk), sent to Halifax (n s), 1841–2. Addressed to Messrs I Goodall & Son, Heath near Halifax;
this is a woollen manufacturer in Halifax, Yorkshire, England (there is a reference to worsted yarn). Initially
rated PAID 1/–, transatlantic rate (the curved paid handstamp was applied at New York). It was sent to
Halifax, Nova Scotia, where it was charged 1/2 cy, again the transatlantic rate.



UK–NS

Horndean (uk)–Halifax, 1838. Rated collect 2/2; then there is an ms 6 (possibly ∂, for due?), and lower right,
a mysterious 3/9 (or 3/4), presumably in currency, but is far too much. Perhaps it was sent by packet as
indicated; even then, the postage could not possibly come to that.

Horndean Penny Post straightline and horseshoe type.



NS–UK, May 1839
In March 1839, the packet rate was reduced to 1/– stg with no inland fees in either uk or b n a. However,
the latter was soon withdrawn, and so only for a short period was there no internal fee to or from Halifax
on packet letters. This was mailed during that period from Wallace (n s), and was not charged the postage
to Halifax.

Wallace (n s)–London, April–June 1839. Rated 1/– stg packet (no inland fees at either end) collect. According
to docketting, dated 20 April 1839; it must have been delayed, as the Halifax four blobs reads 10May, just
in time for the return trip of the Tyrian, departed Halifax 12 May, arrived Falmouth 9 June (docketting and
London receiver give arrival at London, 11 June).



Paid Halifax–London
Packet letter between Halifax and uk was 1/– stg per half ounce, from March 1839. No inland fee, as it was
mailed from Halifax.

Halifax–London, April 1840. Rated Paid 2/–, double packet.

Extremely common Halifax tombstone.



Free UK–BNA, charged in Canada
Likely the earliest known envelope uk to Canada. Charged double (for the enclosure) at Halifax. (Up to 1844,
in b n a, envelopes were charged additionally for their enclosure, but not in uk after 1840.) In the short
period before which there was no internal charge in b n a on incoming letters from uk, and after which it
was 2 d stg.

Early transatlantic envelope, charged for enclosure, free from England, January 1840. Early in reform period. No uk

postage. This was in the short period after the b n a inland rate was not charged (on packets), but before
it became 2 d; in this period, it was charged the full inland rate, here double (for the letter as enclosure),
Halifax–Toronto (1301–1400miles, 2/9 cy).



UK–NB
By this time, the packet rate was 1/– stg plus 2 d if inland from Halifax.

Glasgow–Saint John (n b), 1841. Charged 1/2, which must be in sterling.

Colchester (uk)–Chatham (n b), 1842. Originally rated a mess; this was struck through and replaced by 2/4 stg
(double 1/– packet plus 2 d internal from port). This was converted to cy 2/8, collect. The struck-through
2 at upper left might be an indication of double rate, or that this was a copy of another letter sent by a
different route.



NB–UK

Miramichi–London, 1843. Rated 1/2 Stg, packet plus internal 2 d fee to Halifax.

The letter writer has put his address and date at top—if he were the Miramichi postmaster, this would
be a manuscript town dater.



UK–NS

Charing Cross (London)–Halifax, 1844. Rated collect 1/– stg, the transatlantic packet rate to port.

The oval forwarded by messrs coutts & co is misleading, as this was a letter from them.

Redlands (uk)–Halifax, 1846. Rated collect 1/2; if in sterling, this is incorrect, as the British packet rate
to Halifax (and not the interior) was 1/– stg. The second digit was crossed out, leaving 1/–, presumably
sterling, collect.

Both Redlands Penny Post and bristol p
y
post.



UK–BNA, Government mail
When the 1840 reforms cancelled free franking (in uk), accounting procedures allowed Government offices
to send mail free (and marked paid), although it was kept track of.

Admiralty to St Andrews (n b) 1845. No postage charged.

Crown paid datestamp and Liverpool oval L.

Exceedingly early inquiry form, g p o–Miramichi, 1847. FromWLMaberley (Secretary of the g p o), I beg to inform
you that the letter addressed to Mrs Margaret M Gary alluded to in your application of the 14th ultimo has been delivered
to her. (Part printed, part handwritten)

Red crown paid accounting mark.



UK–NB, short paid

Double rate, single prepaid, London to Saint John, 1847. Rated prepaid 1/2 stg, found to be above 1⁄2 oz, and charged
an additional 1/2 stg, likely at Liverpool.

London paid dater, Liverpool L oval (Robertson m26, 1844–48), Saint John receiver on reverse.



To and from UK
Inland b n a rate on packet letters removed 15 April 1849.

Liverpool (n s)–Finsbury, London, 1849. Rated collect 1/– stg.

Fredericton–Aberdeen, 1850. Rated collect 1/– stg as above. Small mourning cover.



London–NS, forwarded

London–Halifax–Windsor (n s)–Halifax, 1849. Rated collect 1/– stg packet rate to Windsor, via Halifax; equiv-
alent in currency 1/1

1⁄2. Forwarded (back) to Halifax for an additional 21⁄2 d cy.

Red Charing Cross (London) datestamp, and usual Liverpool lozenge (Robertson m28, 1848–61). Oval
Halifax H receiver dated 5 September 1849, red double broken circle Windsor, same date, & another oval
Halifax H, dated two days later. First year of use, Halifax rate stamp 1/11

2 Cy (Arnell c3), confirms used in
Halifax, as opposed to Quebec; known 1849–50.

Addressed to JCHaliburton (president Kings College,Windsor; should have beenHalliburton), butOpened
by Judge Haliburton by mistake. Latter is TC Haliburton, judge & creator of Sam Slick (the Clockmaker).



Late fee
Initially, in uk, a 3d fee was charged, and only at larger centres, then a 1d fee. At Liverpool in the 1840s to
mid-1850s, letters will be received at the post office till 10am, and till 11am with fees.

Liverpool–Richibucto (n b), 1849. Rated 1/–stg packet plus 3 d late fee at Liverpool.

Endorsed at top right Canada—the Cunard steamer, departing the day of mailing (confirming that this is
a late fee cover), arriving at Halifax 3 July (consistent with backstamps).

Numeral 466, Liverpool.



Ship letters
Letters carried by private ship, as opposed to official (British) packets. Shipletter markings can be applied
at either port of arrival or port of departure.

Halifax crown ship letter
Postmark known 1800–37; most strikes show considerable wear.

London to Montreal via Halifax,
8 January–late mid-April 1801.

Mailed as a Falmouth packet
(Duke of Cumberland), arriving at
Bermuda (and then toNewYork);
however, themailwas put aboard
a private ship from Bermuda to
Halifax, arriving as a ship letter.

Prepaid P 3/4 stg, double (1/–
packet plus 8 d London–Falmouth).
At Halifax charged 4/3 cy, dou-
bleHalifax–Montreal (812miles),
1/8 stg, converted to currency.

London p o s t p a i d d in
circle, and red paid tombstone.

Halifax straightline (showing
circular boundary) known 1799–

1803 and 1807–11.

Three Rivers (lc) to London via Halifax,
1818.

Rated paid1/10 1⁄2 cy (= 1/8 stg) for
the 767 (measured) miles internal
(b n a) rate (Three Rivers to Halifax),
struck through, then 2/2 (combined
packet rate), struck out, and replaced
by 3/4, adding the 8 d ship letter fee
and presumably 1/– internaluk rate
to London from the port of arrival.

Ms 3 is a manuscript marking in-
dicating Three Rivers (l c). Standard
Halifax crown ship letter, and italic
SHIP LETTER applied at London (af-
ter arrival at a small port).



Nova Scotia to Scotland & England
No outgoing ship letter fee from b n a. From 1801, internal uk rates were by mileage, not via a major city.

Halifax to Aberdeen, via Yarmouth (uk) ship letter, 1811. Rated 1/3, made up of 1 d ship letter fee, and rates
Yarmouth (Norfolk County) to Aberdeen (1/2, distance 500–600miles) (Yarmouth is on the west coast, so
it would have travelled via London anyway).

Endorsed Pr Cambria, Capt Pirie. Two-line yarmouth ship letter (Robertson s1, known use 1795–1813).
Edinburgh Bishop mark dated au 16, known use 1802–12.

Halifax to London, via Margate ship letter, 1816. Rated 4/–, triple the combined 8 d ship letter fee (instituted
1 August 1815), and 50–80miles (8 d) Margate to London.

Two-line stepped MARGATE SHIP LETTER (Robertson s3; known use 1815–22).



NB, NS–UK, rerated

St Andrews (n b)–London, rerated, Cove ship letter, 1816–7. Originally rated 2/5, then its double, 4/10 Cy(?) (just
to the right of and below 10 is Cy) struck over with crown handstamp (used generally to strike out rates),
and then 1/3, possibly struck through. No b n a postage.

The 2/5 rating can be made from 6 d Irish incoming ship letter fee (differs from that of England and
Wales), 11 d Cove to Dublin (both in Irish currency), and 1/– stg Dublin–London (Irish rates, although in
Irish currency, were treated as sterling by the g p o), and the total is 2/5 in sterling.

I have no idea how the 1/3 rate could have been constructed The Cy notation is particularly confusing—it
might refer to the clerk who killed double rate with the crown. It obviously does not refer to currency, as
used in b n a.

cove ship·letter, known in what passes for red, 1814–32.

Free franked by Governor Dalhousie–London (uk), 1818 [front]. Crown Halifax ship letter (1800–37) indicates
outgoing ship letter (no charge from b n a). Initially charged 2/2 stg at the packet rate (packet plus Falmouth–
London).

The incoming ship letter rate was 8 d, and there is no way to make up 2/2. But this became moot, as
indicated by the common circle free and the scarce crown free (previously known 1821–6).

George Ramsay k c b, ninthEarl of Dalhousie (1770–1838), wasGovernor ofNova Scotia 1816–20, Governor-
General of b n a 1820–28. The addressee was a Major-General at the time of writing, but Lieutenant-General
by the time the letter reached London.



NS–UK

Annapolis (n s)–London, 1820. Paid 9 d cy Annapolis to Halifax, then charged N 8 stg incoming ship letter fee
at London (no inland charge). 1/1 is struck through (there is no obvious explanation for this tentative rate).

Faint Annapolis straightline (lower left; same type as the Paid handstamp upper right), known 1815–25. Date
reads 30 nov 20.

Crown ship letter Halifax, known 1800–37.

London shipletter handstamp (Robertson s35), known 1819–46.



UK–NB via New York

Liverpool–St John (n b) via New York, 1820. Rated collect ship 39 ¢, double u s rate New York to the St Andrews
exchange plus 2¢ incoming ship letter. This translated to 2/– currency.

The remaining 4/4 cy is mysterious: St Andrews–St John (a distance of somewhat more than 60miles)
was rated 9 d cy, leaving (after doubling) 2/10 cy. This is almost exactly the conversion to currency of the
double packet rate (2× 1/3 stg); however, packets left from Falmouth, not Liverpool, so this would be liable to
the inland charge. Perhaps it was carried privately to Falmouth. But if it was carried by packet, why wasn't
it rated at Falmouth?

The small f o rward handstamp was applied at St John, and is known only in 1820.

London–Fredericton via New York forwarding agent, 1821. Readdressed by the sender. Rated Ship 8 d stg; this is
the outgoing ship letter fee, uk–New York. Evidently picked up by the forwarding agent, Hurd & Sewell,
and forwarded outside the postal service.

The 1c at upper left means first copy (confirmed by contents).



NS–UK

Halifax–London, 1823. No outgoing shipletter fee from b n a; rated incoming ship letter fee 8 d plus 11 d
inland fee, Liverpool–London, totalling 1/7 stg due.

Halifax crown ship letter (known 1800–37 and almost always poorly struck) and Liverpool ship letter
handstamps.



UK–NB via NY forwarding agent, 1828

Liverpool–St John, via New York forwarding agent, 1828. Rated collect red 6¢ incoming ship letter fee at destina-
tion port.



UK–NB, NS

Liverpool–Sackville (n b), free franked,
1827. Sent as a ship letter toHalifax
(normal poor strike of crown ship
letter postmark, and usual circular
four blobs).

Free franked by John Howe (Jr),
Deputy Postmaster-General (n s &
n b), 1818–43.

Liverpool–Halifax, 1833. Sent as a ship
letter pVirginian viaNewYork. Stamped
SHIP at New York.

Rated u s 27¢: 2¢ incoming ship
letter plus 25¢ to the St Andrews ex-
change. Converted to AP 1/41⁄2 cy; St
Andrews to St John, 9 d; St John toHal-
ifax, 9 d added. Then Halifax carrier
fee (1 d), making a total due of 2/111⁄2 cy.



Half-packet ship letter
During 1799–1835, if the British post office arranged outward transmission by private ship, the charge was
half the combined packet and internal postage to Falmouth.

Quintuple half-packet, London to Halifax via New York, 1826. Rated prepaid 5/5 (11⁄4 oz), based on 5 × 2/2, would-
be rate made up of 1/3 Falmouth packet and 11d London–Falmouth. This and the rate mark struck through
and replaced by 1N and a separate 21⁄2, both in currency. This is five times the b n a incoming ship letter rate.

Double oval post paid ship l
R
london (Robertson s46, new late date—by four days!); struck at same time

as half-packet rates and weight. Red circle date stamp and ship applied at New York.



UK–NS via New York forwarding agent, 1836, 1839

uk–Halifax, viaNewYork forwarding agent, 1836.
FORWARDED by TUCKER & LAURIES, NEW YORK,
and sent by mail from New York.

Rated collect 25¢ to the St Andrews Rob-
binston exchange. This was converted to AP
1/3 cy, towhich9 d (St Andrews–St John) and
another9 d (St John–Halifax)were added. Fi-
nally, the local delivery fee of 1 dwas charged,
making a total due of 2/10 cy.

Faint st andrews nb ∗ and ST JOHN NB post-
marks.

uk–Halifax, via New York, February 1839.
Picked up andmailed inNewYork byWM
DE FOREST & CO.

Rated25¢, 400+mile rate fromNewYork
to StAndrews (exchange point); this con-
verted to Ap 1/3 cy. Then charged 9 d cy,
St Andrews to Saint John, and a further
9 d, Saint John–Halifax. Finally, the local
delivery fee of 1 d was added, making a
total due of 2/10 cy.



UK–NB

Liverpool (uk)–Fredericton, 1840. Ship letter arriving at St John, probably on the Ben Nevis. Incoming ship
letters to b n a were charged 2 d stg (21⁄2 d cy); the rate St John–Fredericton was 7 d cy (1835–43), so how this
was rated 1/3 cy is mysterious.

Crown ship letter st. john n.b, known only 1840–1, and is scarce.



NB–UK by Boston forwarding agent
Ooops, this could be from New Brunswick, New Jersey . . .

New Brunswick–Kilcullen (Ireland), 1841. Sent (likely in a package) to a Boston forwarding agent, george bond

& sons, who sent it via packet to uk. The transatlantic fee, 1/– stg, was charged, and when it was forwarded
from Dublin (original destination) to Kilcullen, there was an additional 1 d fee.

The america l oval was applied on arrival at Liverpool; known 1840–44.



St John shipletter
Two-line St John shipletter handstamp known 1841–67, with a revival in 1922 as a paquebot marking.

New York–St John, 1842. Rated 41⁄2 d cy; the incoming ship letter fee was 2 d stg, equivalent to 21⁄2 d cy; plausibly
this is double, 4 d stg, which converts to 4

1⁄2 d cy.

Carried on the Selion or Sealion.

Used as paquebot marking, 1922. Mailed from on board theMelita, a c p ship plying the Atlantic, 1917–35. Then
sold to the Italian government, who used it as a troop ship, renamed Liguria. It was torpedoed by British
aircraft, and scuttled at Tobruk. The wreck was raised after the war, and scrapped in 1950.

Empire postcard rate paid by uk stamp.



Mail with US by ship letter

US–NB

New York–Fredericton, via St John, 1819. Carried, as a ship letter. It arrived at St John, then was charged 8 d cy,
made up of 21⁄2d incoming ship letter fee and 5

1⁄2 d Fredericton–St John (I haven't been able to verify that this
was the rate at that time).

st john fleuron wings, known 1816–42.

Eastport–St John, 1840. Rated collect 21⁄2 d cy, incoming ship letter fee. Per Steamer at lower left.



NS–US via forwarding agent

Halifax–Philadelphia via forwarding agent at Boston, quadruple, 1821. Rated collect 1 oz 74 ¢, made up from 4 ×
18

1⁄2¢ u s rate, Boston to destination, 150–400miles.

Unrecorded forwarding agent, Deblois & Mitchell, Boston. This may explain the absence of the incoming
ship letter fee.

Halifax–Philadelphia via forwarding agent, 1822. Prepaid 41⁄2 d cy. Normally, there was no outgoing ship letter
fee from the Maritimes. It possibly is an exception, charged double 2 d stg, which converts to 4

1⁄2 d cy. Then
charged double 121⁄2¢, over 81–150miles, to destination.

Carried on theMarquis of Salisbury, departing Halifax 20May, arriving at New York 28May. Same forward-
ing agent.



US (?)–NS shipletter

Alexandria (??)–Halifax, 1830. Carried as a ship letter, charged 2
1⁄2 d cy (equivalent to 2 d stg) ship letter fee,

plus 1Halifax delivery. Per the ship Velocity, under Captain Hammond.

Alexandria (??)–Halifax, via New York, 1830. Charged 183/4¢, presumably for the trip to New York, paid by the
forwarding agent, RI Cochran. Carried privately from New York to Halifax.



Incoming ship US–NB

Incoming ship letter, near Eastport (ME)–St John (n b), 1827–32. Rated Ship 20¢, triple 6¢, under 30mile rate
from port of arrival to Eastport (exchange point with St Andrews) plus 2¢ u s incoming ship letter fee. This
converted to AP 1/– cy, to which 3 × 9 d cy = 2/3 cy (St Andrews to Saint John) was added. Total due 3/3 cy.

The first calculation attributed 7 d (rather than 9 d) to the St Andrews–St John route, which was simply
a mistake; the rate was 9 d until 1835.

Oval eastport me, known 1820–32.

st andrews new brunswick, known 1827–34, one of the more common Maritime straightlines.

Incoming ship letter at Portland (ME), to Saint John, sextuple, 1835–44. Rated collect 11⁄2 oz $1.141⁄2, from 6 × 18
3/4¢

(150–400miles) + 2¢ incoming ship letter fee. At the St Andrews exchange point, this was converted to
AP5/9 cy, to which 4/6 = 6 × 9 d, the rate to St John. The total due was an astonishing 10/3 cy.



US–NB and vice versa

New Orleans–St John, via Halifax, 1841. Carried, as a ship letter, on the Rob Roy, to Halifax. Rated Ship 111⁄2 d cy
collect; this is made up of 21⁄2 d cy incoming ship letter fee, plus 9 d Halifax–St John.

St John–New York, via private ship to Boston, October 1843. Charged 203/4¢, made up of 2¢ incoming ship letter
fee plus 183/4¢ for 150–400miles, Boston–New York. Faint Boston SHIP.



Domestic ship letters
Incoming ship letter (to b n a) fee, 2 d stg (equivalent to 2

1⁄2 d cy).

Shelburne–Halifax, 1814. Rated collect 31⁄2 d cy, made up of incoming ship letter fee, plus 1 d local delivery fee
at Halifax.

Halifax crown ship letter known 1800–37, but strikes are usually blurred.



NS ship letters

Halifax–St John, 1816. Originally rated 31⁄2 d cy, the incoming ship letter fee plus 1 d local delivery (carrier
fee), but rerated Ship 10 d, made up of 9 d Halifax–St John and 1 d carrier fee in St John. Presumably, it did
arrive at Halifax by ship, so should have been eligible for the 21⁄2 d cy incoming ship letter fee.

Unusually clear strike of the common Halifax four blobs datestamp (1814–45).

St Andrews (n b)–Halifax, 1827. Rated collect 31⁄2 d, made up of 21⁄2 d cy incoming ship letter fee and 1 d local
delivery fee. I Wilson could be the name of a ship, or the captain of a ship.



NB–PEI ship letter

Miramichi (n b)–St Eleanors (p e i), 1837. Rated collect Ship 3 Island currency. Incoming ship letter rate was
2 d stg, equivalent to 3 d Island currency. Favd per Mr McLean

Incoming ship letters to p e i are rare.



Windsor shipletter
The b n a incoming ship letter fee had been dropped by this time, possibly as early as 1844.

Windsor (n s)–Halifax, quadruple, 1846. From somewhere to Windsor by ship. Weighed 2 o/z (an odd way of
writing 2 oz), and charged 4 × 4

1⁄2 d cy = 1/6. Very faint pencilled 1, the charge for local delivery in Halifax.

windsor·n·s
SHIP LETTER

Few examples reported.



Mail between NS & NB and foreign countries
Here foreign means other than b n a, u s, or uk.

NS to Portugal
Concerning the wine trade.

Halifax to Madeira, via New York for-
warding agent, 1807. Rated atMadeira
20Reis collect, by the post office
boat meeting all mail vessels ar-
riving at Funchal.

Rate in effect during Napoleon's
occupationof Lisbon (less than eleven
months). Fewer than twenty covers
known so rated.

On reverse, endorsation of forward-
ing agent: Recd New York 27 July
1807, and forwarded by your obt Servt
James Thomson.

Halifax to Porto, via St John's (Newfoundland), 1825. Carried to St John's, thence toOporto, the last as a ship letter.
Rated (collect) 160Reis (about 8d), the minimum ship letter charge up to one half ounce; each additional
eighth of an ounce was 40Rs (1815–1861). Ms via St Johns Newfoundland (lower left), datelined Halifax.

A very early strike of the oval BARRO DO PORTO (previous: 1829), a ship letter marking on arrival at
the maritime post office at the entrance to the port of Porto.



Italy to NS

Trieste to Halifax, carried privately to London, 12 June 1816 (received at London 2 July 1816). Rated collect 2/2 stg,
made up of 1/– internal uk London–Falmouth (230–300miles) plus 1/2 transatlantic Falmouth–Halifax. A
family letter to the sender's son.



France–NB

Marseille–Saint John, 1824. Original postage of 14 décimes to uk paid in France (boxed p.p.p.p. handstamp).
Then rated collect packet 2/2 stg to Halifax, equivalent, 2/5 cy; added 9 d Halifax–Saint John, total due
3/2 cy. Two uk receivers (faint).



Austrian Empire to NS

Vienna to Halifax, January 1850. Rated (collect) 1/8 stg, the rate between Austria and uk; the barely legible
2/8 stg indicates the total in sterling (adding 1/– for the uk to Halifax portion).

WIEN datestamp and Liverpool lozenge; on reverse, London transit mark and Halifax receiver.



Spain to NS

Halifax to Barcelona (via France), September 1851. The rating should have been 1/– stg Halifax to uk plus
2/2 stg uk to Spain (compulsory prepayment), totalling 3/2 stg, which converts to 3/111⁄2 cy; so the marked
sterling rate (3/– stg) is incorrect, but the amount paid in currency is correct!

Also charged 10Reales single rate to northern and central Spain on letters arriving from uk. In addition
6.ms for 6Maravedis road charge to Catalonia (1848–1851) applied at Barcelona (1Real = 34Maravedis).

Oval P F (payé jusqu'à la frontière) applied in London. Halifax tombstone, London paid circle (over the
tombstone), French angl./calais datestamp, and barcelona / catalona receiver.



Bahamas to NS

Cornwallis, South Crooked Islands to Clermont (n s), 1799. Carried by favour to New York, then to Halifax, where
it was put in the mail. Rated collect 9 d Halifax to Clermont (100–200miles; later, improved roads reduced
the mileage and thus the rate).

HALIFAX straightline, known 1799–1803 and 1807–1811.



Jamaica to NB & NS

Spanish Town to Saint John, 1815. Carried by favour to Halifax, then charged 9 d collect, H–St J. Early and
unusually clear Halifax four blobs datestamp.

Falmouth (Jamaica) to Halifax, 1827. Rated 31⁄2 d collect, bna incoming ship letter fee (2 d stg = 2
1⁄2 d cy) plus 1 d

Halifax local delivery fee.

Only marking on reverse is COMMERCIAL ROOMS, known use 1825–1832; refers to a private agency
acting as unofficial post office and as forwarders in Kingston (Jamaica).



Jamaica to NS, 1826
Packet cover taking the long route, Jamaica to uk, then uk to n s. Discusses treatment of slaves on the
named estate (slavery was banned in the British Empire in 1833, the trade in slaves having been banned in
1807—although individual jurisdictions had banned or strongly limited it earlier).

Coley Estate (St Thomas in the East, Jamaica) to Halifax, 1826. Rated collect 2/6 stg, equivalent to 2/11 cy. Packet
rate Jamaica to Falmouth, 1/3 stg, and the same amount Falmouth to Halifax (no internal rate charges re-
quired).



NS to Bermuda

Halifax to St Georges (Bermuda), 1839. Rated collect 1/3 stg. This may be the 4 d stg port to port rate plus
internal (Bermuda) rate (Bermudan internal rates are not known in this period). Illegally franked J Howe
(dpmg of Nova Scotia) for the sender.

Halifax to Bermuda, 1841&
1842. Ratewas 4 d stg port
to port packet plus inter-
nal Bermudanpostage (rates
not known).

Top cover rated4 initially,
struck through; after some
dilly-dallying, arrived at
11 d stg, imputing7 d stg
internal postage. Bottom
cover shows the two rates
more clearly.



Grenada & St Kitts to NS & NB

St Georges to Windsor (n s), 1838. Carried privately to Halifax where it was picked up, and charged 1 d carrier
fee); additional 41⁄2 d cy Halifax to Windsor; total is 51⁄2 d cy, paid at Halifax.

St Kitts to St John (n b), via St Thomas forwarding agent to Boston, 1844. Forwarded (ship letter) by IF Peniston &

Co / St Thomas. Charged 203/4¢ made up from 2¢ incoming ship letter fee and 18
3/4¢ Boston to the exchange

at St Andrews. Translated (AP) to 1/1⁄2 d cy, to which 7 d cy was added, St Andrews to Saint John.



Barbados to or via NS

Aboard HMSOrestes docked in Barbados, to Toronto via Halifax, 1843. Rated prepaid 4 d sterling port to port rate
to Halifax, and charged 2/9 cy Halifax to Toronto (1200miles).

Barbados to Saint John via Halifax, 1846. Rated collect 4 d stg port to port rate to Halifax, and 111⁄2cy Halifax to
Saint John, totalling 1/4 cy due. Red ST GEORGES BERMUDA datestamp (indicates transit to Bermuda).

Barbados to Toronto via Halifax, 1850. Rated collect 4 d sterling port to port rate to Halifax, and charged the
additional 2/9 cy as above, totalling 3/2 cy.



Antigua–NS

Antigua to Halifax, 1849. Rated 4 d stg port to port ship letter fee (within British colonies in the western
hemisphere), translated to 41⁄2 d cy.



India to NS

Calcutta to Shelburne (n s), May–July 1851. Paid at Calcutta (boxed shipletter handstamp on reverse) 1/– stg,
India to uk, and stamped in red, boxed INDIA / PAID. Then charged 1/ and 2, both in sterling, the packet
rate to Canadian port plus surcharge to interior. This converted to 1/51⁄2 cy.

On reverse, large calcutta / g.p.o. / ship letter / 3 may 3 handstamp, Halifax transit, and Shelburne
double broken circle receiver.



Brazil to NS
Original and duplicate of the same letter.

Original, Pernambuco to Halifax, 15 January 1829. To have been sent via the Prince Edward to Philadelphia, but
it arrived in Boston, from where it was forwarded by Isaac Winslow (Received and forwarded by Y. O. S.

[your obedient servant]). Endorsed pay GP Lawson 67cts postage; presumably this refers to u s postage? Rated
31⁄2 d cy, made up of 2 d stg b n a incoming shipletter plus 1 d local delivery fee at Halifax.

Duplicate, Pernambuco to Halifax, 15 January 1829. Intended to go via Boston, and forwarded as above. Rated
31⁄2 d cy as above. Dateline reads, Duplte Origl p Prince Edward.



Porto Rico–NS

Porto Rico–Yarmouth, 1844. Rated collect 1/4 cy made up from 2
1⁄2 d incoming ship letter fee plus 1/1

1⁄2 d
Halifax–Yarmouth (201–300miles).

Crown shipletter known 1841–8.



Early postmarks of NS & NB
Shown by kind: Straightlines, manuscript town markings, double circle post office including precursor, n b

double circles, circular with ∗ including precursors, weirdos, and advisory/instructional.

Straightlines
Typically the first hammer at an office.

p e i to Edinburgh, septuple rate, 1797–98. Rated 13
4 oz, seven times single letter packet rate 2/2 stg per quarter

ounce, making 15/2 stg due. charged. Halifax–Falmouth packet 1/–, and Falmouth–Edinburgh 1/2. Until
1799, p e i was known as Isle St Jean.

The letter is to an absentee landlord from his manager at Lot 11.

Boxed ha l i f a x n.s

straightline (1797–99;
fewer than five known).



Halifax straightline, 1803

p e i to Edinburgh, via Halifax, quintuple rate, 1803. Rated 11⁄4 oz (five times single packet rate), rated 10/10 (struck
through), 9/2 (struck through), and 4/7. The first is consistent with the 2/2 total per rate of the previous
letter; 9/2 is not divisible by five, so was likely an error of arithmetic; and 4/7 is quintuple 11d, which is
inexplicable.

Straightline halifax (known 1799–1803 and 1807–11).

Edinburgh receiver.

Same correspondence as previous letter. Carried privately to Halifax, taking two months, in the difficult
winter season.



St John (NB) straightline, 1793
ST JOHN N:B known 1792–5, and considered rare.

St John–London, 1793. Rated collect Paid (?) 9 d cy, St John–Halifax. Then charged 1/– stg transatlantic packet
to Falmouth; there is an additional charge (Falmouth to London), which is illegible.

There is also a faint Halifax double arc dater.



St John straightline
Upper and lower case. Known 1795–

1820. Frequently poorly inked.

St John–Fredericton, 1807. Rated Paid
7 d cy.

p in APril is capitalized.

J

St. John, N∗B straightline
Jan.y. 17.1803

ManuscriptDigby3Decr 1803
(n s); atmost three other ex-
amples known, all 1823–24.

Part of the Green correspondence; from a sister-in-law in Grand Passage (n s), 20 November 1803 to Bedeque, St
John's Island (p e i). Grand Passage is the name of the strait separating Brier's Island from Long Island in
the Bay of Fundy. Ten days to Digby, and six weeks to Saint John in the difficult winter season.

Rated initially N41⁄2 (d cy) Digby–Saint John (n b), N9 d at St J (likely to Halifax), and additional 2 d b n a port
to port rate, total 1/31⁄2 due. The detour to Saint John may have been due to misinterpretting the address,
Bedeque, St Jons Island.

There was no Island delivery at this time; the letter would have been picked up at Charlottetown.



St John straightlines
St Johns was an alternative name (St John) for the city in New Brunswick. Presumably to avoid confusion
with St John's (Newfoundland) and St Johns (Lower Canada), the s was dropped from the straightline.

With the second S, ST JOHNS N.B known 1821–7; the S was removed in 1828, and no examples are
reported from 1829.

St Andrews (n b)–Halifax, via St John, duplicate, 1827. Rated collect 7 d cy to St John plus 9 d St John to Halifax.

St John–Fredericton, 1828. Rated Paid 7 d cy.

The S has been removed, leaving a wider space with N.B. Known 1828 only.



St Andrews straightline
Known 1827–34 and one of the commoner Maritime straightlines. An unusual rate; we are used to seeing
20

3/4(¢) on covers through the u s.

Incoming ship letter, near Eastport (ME)–St John (n b), 1827–32. Rated Ship 20¢, triple 6¢, under 30mile rate
from port of arrival to Eastport (exchange point with St Andrews) plus 2¢ u s incoming ship letter fee. This
converted to AP 1/– cy, to which 3 × 9 d cy = 2/3 cy (St Andrews to Saint John) was added. Total due 3/3 cy.

The first calculation attributed 7 d (rather than 9 d) to the St Andrews–St John route, which was simply
a mistake; the rate was 9 d until 1835.

Oval eastport me, known 1820–32.



Windsor straightline
Known 1815–25. Post office opened 1786, and manuscripts are known from 1806. Month in lower case, day
either stamped or written in. No examples are known with the year included.

Windsor (n s)–Halifax, 1824. Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy Windsor–Halifax, to which the 1 d Halifax local delivery
charge was added.

Windsor –Halifax, 1825. Free, but charged 1 d Halifax delivery fee.



Yarmouth straightline
Known 1822–8.

Yarmouth–St John, 1824. Rated collect 9 cy (listed rate). From the docketing, it was sent from Yarmouth. The
endorsement at lower left, Schooner Brooke, Capt Flint, suggests it was carried privately from a place near
Yarmouth. The letter is an order for metal chains.



Richibucto straightline
Known 1826–31

Richibucto–Fredericton, 1830. Rated Paid 2/6 cy, double rate.



Manuscript town date markings
These are handwritten (by the postmaster) postal markings with the office name, and usually the date. In
the early days, very few post offices had postmark devices, and later on, they could be damaged or lost. Ms
town markings were often the first postmarks of an office, or alternated with straightlines. These are rare
in the Maritimes.

NB ms and straightline, 1800

Great Falls (n b)–St John, 1800. Rated collect 11∂ cy. There was no post office namedGreat Falls; this is probably
Grand Falls, which did not have a post office until the 1830s; it may have had a way office.

According to a 1787 letter of Hugh Finlay (dpmg), Great Falls was situated 45miles southeast along the St
John River from the conjunction with the Madawaska. An 1850 map shows Grand Falls in that place. Great
Falls is also listed in the distance schedule (earlier in the exhibit).

Clear fredericton n b March 31 1800; previously recorded 1804 only.



Annapolis NS ms
Founded as Port Royal in 1604, its post office opened 1785. One other example of an Annapolis ms has been
reported (1832).

Annapolis to the ship Montreal at Halifax, 23 January 1804. Rated collect 9 d cy, Annapolis to Halifax. At top,
After Cloasing [sic], equivalent to Too Late.



Pictou ms
Its post office officially opened 1812, but the 1806 cover suggests it had a way office prior to this (Pictou, as
a settlement, existed pre-1800).

Pictou (n s)–Edinburgh, 3 April 1806. Rated Pd7 d cy, Pictou–Halifax; then charged (in uk, at Falmouth) ini-
tially 2/– stg, whichwas struck through and replaced by 2/4 stg. This wasmade up of 1/1 packet rate, Halifax
to Falmouth, and 1/3 Falmouth–London–Edinburgh.

Both London and Edinburgh receivers.

Strangely, misspelled Poictou (correctly
spelled in the letter).

Initial ratemark, Pd7∂ , is in the same
hand as the oddly-spelled town ms.

Pictou–London, 1816. At upper
left; correctly spelled.

One of a pair, sent on the same
ship from p e i, via theHalifax–
Falmouth packet.

Carried to Pictou from Char-
lottetown, charged7 d Pictou–
Halifax, struck through; rerated
2/81⁄2 stg, replaced by 2/91⁄2.

The packet to Falmouth and in-
ternal to London come to 2/2 stg.
The 2/81⁄2 (stg) attributes 61⁄2 d
stg to 7 d cy (should have been
6 d stg), and the replacement,
2/91⁄2 stg, is just wrong.



Windsor ms
Post office opened 1786. This and the example on the next page are the only two ms reported.

Windsor (n s)–Halifax, 16 January 1806. Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy, plus 1d Halifax letter carrier fee.

Letter from King's College describing affairs there. King's College
was founded in 1789, moved to Halifax in 1855, eventually becom-
ing part of Dalhousie University.



Windsor ms
A straightline is known at Windsor 1815–25, overlapping this.

Windsor–Halifax, 12 September 1819. Rated paid 41⁄2 d cy, plus Halifax letter carrier fee, collect.

A letter from an instructor at King's College, concerning his charges against the Principal.



St Andrews NB ms
Post office opened 1818; St Andrews ms known 1819–26; the least scarce of the Maritime manuscripts.

St Andrews (n b)–Fredericton, 30 Octo-
ber 1820. Collect 1/6 cy, double rate,
St Andrews–Fredericton.

St Andrews–St John,
27 March 1821.

Rated pd 7 d cy, St Andrews
to St John, then charged
an additional rate, to be
collected (an enclosurewas
likely detected).

Morven (NC) to
Fredericton, 1824.
u s&n bms. Rated
Paid 25¢ exceed-
ing400miles to
the exchange point
at St Andrews,
charged 9 d cy
StA–Fredericton.

Morven ms 12
September 1824;
St Andrewsms
4October 1824.

Lower left (faint):
Let this letter go
to Canada



St Andrews ms

St Andrews–Fredericton, double, 3 June 1822. Rated paid 1/6 d cy, double 9 d.

St Andrews–Fredericton, double, 20 April 1825. Rated collect 1/6 d cy, double 9 d.



Triple ms and straightline, 1826
Manuscripts St Andrews, St John, and Columbia (c t); St Johns straightline.

Columbia (CT)–Annapolis, via St Andrews and Saint John, 1826. Rated prepaid 25¢ u s over 300miles, and charged
7 d from the border (St Andrews-Robbinston) to Saint John, plus 41⁄2 d to Annapolis, likely port-to-port rate.

Straightline ST JOHNS N.B. (second s was removed from this hammer in 1828), and three manuscript
town postmarks, Columbia CT (25 June), St Andrews (5 July), and St John (8 July).



NB ms, Gagetown and Kingston, 1826
Gagetown (n b) post office opened 1825; Kingston open 1825–1970. Only reported ms of each.

Gagetown–Fredericton, 19 November 1826. Rated Paid 3/4 cy, 21⁄2Oz (dectuple), 10 × 4 d.

Kingston–Fredericton, 19 July 1826. Rated Paid 5 d cy, plus 1d Fredericton letter carrier fee to be collected.



NB ms
Miramichi, 1827
Post office open 1825–42;
became Chatham. Only
reported ms. First ham-
mer was the crude over-
sizen b ∗, in use from 1829.

Miramichi–Fredericton,
5 June 1827. Rated paid
1/6 cy, double M–F.

Woodstock ms
Opened 1830. Only
reported ms.

Madawaska–Fredericton,
via Woodstock, 20 De-
cember 1830. Free; this
was a letter from the
mail contractor, com-
plaining about poor
condition of the bridges
around Grand Falls.



St Stephen(s) NB ms
Post office open 1825. Ms known 1833–34.

St Stephens–Fredericton, 27 February 1833. Rated Paid 1/11⁄2 cy, St Stephens–Fredericton.

St Stephen–Fredericton, 4 February 1834. Rated Paid 1/11⁄2 cy, St Stephen–Fredericton. s at end of name
dropped. Poor strike of two-line ST ANDREWS straightline.



Dalhousie and Newcastle NB ms

Dalhousie–Fredericton, 17 May 1836. Rated Paid 2/– to address, double D–F.

Post office opened 1831. Only reported ms. ∗ postmarks are known for Dalhousie both before and after
this, so presumably the hammer was damaged and subsequently repaired, or lost and then found.

m i r am i c h i n b ∗, known 1834–43.

Newcastle–Fredericton, 24 December 1840. Rated collect 9 d cy.

N. Castle, Northumberland County; post office opened 1838. Several examples are known.



POST OFF I CE double circles
Sometime in late 1824 to 1826, a number of post offices in n s and n b received double circle town handstamps
(with a space to fill in the date), all with p o s t o f f i c e. The manufacturer is unknown, although it is
presumed that the markings came from uk.

Precursor: Shelburne, 1824
One of two known strikes of the double circle s h e l b u r n e 1 8 24 (handwritten final digit), and the only
one in private hands. The circles are uneven, and the lettering is a bit crude. This is possibly a precursor
to the subsequent double circle datestamps in use in n s & n b (for which the earliest strike known is dated
17 December 1824), which have a professionally-made appearance.

Shelburne–London, 1824. Rated Paid 1/11⁄2 cy, Shelburne–Halifax, then charged collect 2/2 packet plus internal
uk rate.



POST OFF I CE double circles, NS & NB

Nova Scotia
The Pictou example here is the earliest known of all p o s t o f f i c e double circles.

Pictou (n s)–Halifax, 17 December 1824. Rated paid 7 d cy (Pictou–Halifax), and charged 1 d Halifax local
delivery fee.

Double circle pictou, known 1824–33.

Horton (n s)–Halifax, January 1826. Rated collect 7 d cy and 1 d Halifax local delivery fee.

Double circle post office horton, known 1825–33. The town name changed toWolfville in 1829, but the
post office name changed only in 1841.

Letter refers to a riot concerning the sectarian school system.



Windsor double circle
Double circle post office windsor, known 1826–34; scarce.

Kings College, Windsor –Halifax, 1826. Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy plus 1 d Halifax delivery fee.

Windsor –Halifax, 1827. Rated Paid after closing 41⁄2 d cyWindsor–Halifax, and then the 1 dHalifax local delivery
fee was charged. (A street address was given.)



Annapolis double circle
Known 1825–30. Annapolis had the only double circle that was typeset-dated, although not consistently.

Annapolis (n s)–Lunenberg (n s), 1825. Rated collect 9 d, Annapolis to Lunenberg, and then a (surprising) 1 d
local delivery charge added at this relatively small town.

Typeset dated.

Annapolis–Halifax, 1828. Rated collect 1 d cy Halifax delivery fee. Evidently On Service was taken seriously, as
the letter was addressed to the Provincial Secretary, and no postage was charged for Annapolis–Halifax.

Ms dated.



Cumberland & Arichat double circles

Cumberland (n s)–London,December 1825. Rated Paid 9 d cy, Cumberland–Halifax. Then charged 2/2 stg, made
up of 1/3 packet rate plus 11 d inland Falmouth to London at the 1805 schedule.

Double circle post office cumberland; one other strike is reported (1840). Cumberland and Amherst
were alternating names for the same place.

Arichat (c b)–Sydney (c b), 1827. Free (mailed by postmaster). Addressed to the Chief Justice of Cape Breton.

arichat post office double circle, known 1825–34.



Digby double circle
Known 1825–41. The inner circle gradually deteriorates.

Maguagadavic (York Co, n b)–Moose River (n s), forwarded to Digby, 1828. Rated collect 9 d cy, M–Moose River,
and an additional 41⁄2 d for forwarding to Digby.

Digby–Hull (uk), 1829. Rated paid 9 d cy Digby–Halifax. Then charged 2/4 stg, made up from 1/– stg packet
plus 1/4 Falmouth–Hull.



Lunenberg double circle

La Have (n s)–Halifax, 1832 [sender did not update the year]. Rated collect 7 d cy Lunenberg–Halifax, plus 1 d
Halifax delivery fee.

post office lunenberg, known 1831–2.



Double double circle, Pictou & Antigonish
p i c t ou double circle, known 1825–33; an t i g o n i s h double circle, known 1825–36.

Charlottetown (p e i)–Arichat (n s), 1829. Likely carried privately to Pictou, where it was charged 4 d to Antigo-
nish, at which it was charged 5 d to destination.



Guysboro double oval
p o s t o f f i c e, but a double oval. Way office 1825–41 (despite the wording), then promoted to a post office.
One of four strikes reported, all in 1840.

Guysboro (n s)–Halifax, 1840. On Service: one of the few cases in which this means free.

Also antigonish ∗ ns.



New Brunswick post office double circles
Just three n b offices used a p o s t o f f i c e double circle, Bathurst, Dalhousie, and Westmoreland (the last,
I have not seen).

Woodstock (n b)–Fredericton, 1832. Rated collect7∂ cy (Woodstock–Bathurst), towhich1/– (Bathurst–Fredericton)
was added.

p o s t o f f i c e b a t hu r s t, known only in 1832.

Dalhousie (n b)–Quebec, 1832. Rated Paid 2/–, and 1/4. I haven't a clue how these were obtained.

da l hou s i e n.b. p o s t o f f i c e double circle, known only in 1832; post office opened 6 July 1831.



New Brunswick double circles
Four n b offices had double circles (without post office), from 1838: Bend of Petitcodiac (with paid), Grand
Falls, St Andrews, and Woodstock.

grand falls n.bk double circle, known 1838–46.

Grand Falls (n b)–Quebec, 1838. Rated collect 11 d cy, 201–300miles.

Grand Falls–Madawaska, 1845. Rated collect 41⁄2∂ cy, under 60miles.



woodstock n.bk double circle
Known 1839–42.

Woodstock (n b)–Fredericton, 1839. Rated collect 7∂ cy.



Provincial ∗ postmarks
Around 1834, 17 offices in n s and nine in n b received these broken circle ∗ postmarks (Parrsborough was
too long, so the asterisk was omitted). They were in use roughly to about 1842, with a few outliers. There
were two precursors, Miramichi and Bay Chaleur.

Miramichi ∗ precursor
The large MIRAMICH I ∗, known 1828–34; only one other office used this style postmark, Chaleur Bay
(then in n b, later presumed to have become Carleton in Lower Canada). In 1834, a number of offices in n s
& n b were issued smaller, less crude handstamps with an asterisk (∗) at base.

Miramichi (n b)–Fredericton, 1829. Raid paid 1/– cy.

Miramichi–Fredericton, 1833. Rated Paid to Fredericton 3/2 cy; this rate is mysterious, as the normal rate for
this route was 9 d cy. Collect 1∂ letter carrier fee (Fredericton).



Chaleur Bay NB ∗ precursor
Large CHALEUR BAY ∗ in same style as that of Miramichi. Three examples reported 1829–32, of which
this is the discovery example. The post office, in New Brunswick, was established by John Howe Jr (dpmg
Nova Scotia & New Brunswick 1818–43) in 1825.

. . . Howemade a special trip to assess the [postal] situation inNewBrunswick [concerning the routeMiramichi–
Fredericton] and, in September 1825, he established post offices at Bay de Chaleur, Bathurst, Dorchester,
Georgetown, Kingston, Miramichi, Richibucto and St Stephen. It is unknown on what authority he opened
these offices and established new postal routes, as it was evident that the revenues would not meet the
expenditures and that a loss would be sustained by the Post Office. However, Howe had arranged that rev-
enues received would be applied to maintaining this service and that the deficit would be paid by the New
Brunswick legislature. [jgy, p62]

The similarity of the Miramichi and Chaleur Bay postmarks (both on the same cover, below) lends further
credence to the latter post office being part of the n b postal system.

The post office did not last long; it had probably closed by around 1835, and an office in Carleton (definitely
part of the Lower Canada system) opened. To reinforce the thesis, a list of Lower Canada post offices exists;
it gives Carleton as tenth largest in terms of revenue in 1835, with no previous listings, whereas Chaleur
Bay (or Baie de Chaleurs, . . . ) is not reported at all in earlier years, or at any time.

Chaleur Bay–Fredericton via Miramichi, 30 September 1832. Raid collect 7∂ cy, plausibly Chaleur Bay to Mi-
ramichi, and 1/–, Miramichi–Fredericton. Unfortunately, no contents.

MIRAMICH I ∗, known 1828–34.



Provincial ∗ postmarks
Dorchester was included in n s (it is on the n s-n b border, but has always been in n b).

N S

Yarmouth ∗
Known 1834–42

Barrington (n s)–St John via Yarmouth, October 1834. Rated collect 9 d cy. Barrington had no office until 1836,
and then only a way office.

First year of use.



Digby and Parrsborough ∗
First year of use

Digby–St John, August 1834. Rated collect 41⁄2∂cy.

. d i g b y . n.s. ∗, unusually with date written in (periods before an after the name). Known 1834–48.

Parrsborough–St John ∗, September 1834. Rated collect 9∂ cy.

parrsborough n.s., also with date written in. Known 1834–42. The name is so long that there is no ∗.



Dorchester NS ∗
Dorchester, a village currently in n b, was on the boundary with n s, and given an n s ∗ postmark. It is not
listed in [jj], although not particularly scarce. Known 1834–42. While proof strikes show n s, I have not
seen a use on cover where the s is clearly visible in the centre. Perhaps the postmaster defaced it.

Cocagne (n b)–Fredericton, via Dorchester, 1836. Collect 9 d cy, Dorchester–Fredericton.

St John–Halifax, via Sussex Vale and Dorchester; double ∗, 1842. Initially rated 5 d (St J–s v), then 7 d (s v–D), and
finally 11 d cy (D–Halifax), totalling 1/11, marked paid (by recipient) at Halifax.

s u s s e x v a l e n b ∗ (known 1834–42; late use) and do r ch e s t e r ∗



Arichat ∗
Known 1834–42. No period after the s.

A 2 d rate existed in Nova Scotia for nearby offices.

Arichat–Plaister Cove, 1839. Collect 2 d nearby office rate.

Arichat–Plaister Cove, 1840. Charged 2 d cy, adjacent office or way letter rate. Plaister Cove was a way office
1832–43, and a post office thereafter.



Truro & Pictou ∗

Charlottetown–Onslow (n s), forwarded back to Charlottetown, 1836. Rated collect 4,4,4 d cy, which is somewhat
mysterious: 4 d cy, for each of p e i–Pictou (rated had changed from 41⁄2) and Pictou–Truro; Onslow had no
post office, somail was picked up fromTruro, and the same rates should have applied in the reverse direction.
So the charges should have been four times 4 d.

Dated circular prince edwards island, known typeset 1836–40

pictou n.s. ∗ (1834–43) and truro n.s. ∗ (1834–63) hammers.

Tatamagouche (n s)–Halifax, via Truro, December 1842. Rated collect 3 d cy, Tatamagouche–Truro, and 5 d,
Truro–Halifax. Unpaid letters were charged at each office they passed through.

Tatamagouche was a way office 1838–52, when it became a post office.

truro n.s. ∗



Sydney ∗
Known 1834–54.

Tatamagouche (n s)–Halifax, via Truro, October 1842. Rated collect 4 d cy, Sydney–Halifax.



Kentville ∗
The rarest of the n s ∗ cancels; shown on an even rarer money letter wrapper.

Kentville–Annapolis, 17 November 1841. A money letter wrapper, used to enclose letters believed to contain
items of value, and signed by the recipient. Four are known for n s, one of which (not this one) has been
badly damaged and repaired.

Rate PAID 1/2 cy, referring to the postage on the enclosed money letter (very unusually—for the Mar-
itimes—it was prepaid), double rate (one enclosure) Kentville–Annapolis.

MsAC (faint, red, to the
right of Kentville strike)
after closing, frequently
used in the Maritimes
instead of too late.



Windsor & Shelburne ∗

Windsor –Halifax, 1836. Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy plus 1 d Halifax delivery fee. AC at lower left, after closing.

windsor n.s. ∗ (1834–42), one of the scarcer marks of this series.

Barrington (n s)–St John, via Shelburne, 1838. Rated collect 9 d cy, Barrington or Shelburne–St John.

Barrington was a way office 1836–43, when it became a post office.

shelburne n.s. ∗, known 1834–42.



Cumberland ∗
Cumberland (Cumberland Co, n s) was often known as Amherst, but the official name change of the post
office took place in 1842. cumberland ns ∗ is one of the scarcer Maritime ∗ cancels; fewer than ten strikes
reported in [jj]. Previously known 1837–42.

Cumberland–Hartford (CT), 1836. Originally rated paid 1/8 cy, made up from 9 d to St John and 11 d St John to
St Andrews/Robbinston exchange point. At Robbinston, charged 25¢, u s rate over 400miles to destination.
Blue st andrews nb ∗ postmark, common n b ∗ cancel.

Londonderry (n s)–Charlottetown via Cumberland, January 1840. Collect 4 d cy, the rate Cumberland/Amherst
to Pictou to p e i.

Londonderry was a way office 1838–43, when it became a post office.



Antigonish ∗
Known 1834–42.

Sydney (n s)–Pictou, via Antigonish, June 1842. Free, postmaster to postmaster.

Antigonish (n s)–Halifax, September 1842. Rated collect 2/3 cy, triple 9 d Antigonish–Halifax (101–200miles);
in addition, the Halifax local delivery fee of 1 d (regardless of weight/enclosures) was charged.



Wallace and Liverpool ∗
Known 1840–42 and 1834–42 respectively; both are relatively scarce.

Pugwash (n s)–Halifax via Wallace, 1842. Free, postmaster to postmaster.

Liverpool (n s)–London, 1842. Rated collect 2/4 Stg, double packet from inland b n a.



New Brunswick ∗
Around 1834, presumably simultaneously with n s, a number of n b offices (Bathurst, Dalhousie, Kingston,
Miramichi, Richibucto, St Andrews, St George, St Stephen, Sussex Vale) received these n. b. ∗ markings.

St Andrews is by far the commonest (it was a border-crossing point). Miramichi had had the large pre-
cursor (1828–34), but it was superseded by this one. St George was not listed in [jgy], not because it is
particularly scarce (it isn't), but likely due to an oversight.

Kingston ∗
Known 1834–41.

Kingston (n b)–Fredericton, 1830s. Paid 5 d cy.

Kingston–Fredericton, 1830s. Paid 10∂ cy, double rate.



Bathurst ∗
Known 1835–42.

Bathurst–Fredericton, 1839. Paid to Fredericton 1/2 cy.

Bathurst–Fredericton, 1842. Collect 2/4 cy, double rate. fredericton circle, fairly common receiver.

A late strike.



Dalhousie ∗
Known 1835–42; a late strike. A manuscript is known 1836.

Dalhousie–Fredericton, 1842. Collect 1/3 cy.



Richibucto ∗
Known 1834–41.

Richibucto–Fredericton, 1836. Collect 1/3 cy, known rate between these two offices. AC (after closing) at left.

Richibucto–Fredericton, 1837. Paid 1/– cy, and paid handstamp. Rate not consistent with cover above; I have
no explanation.



St George ∗
Unreported in [jgy], probably by accident.

St George–Fredericton, 1830s. Rated collect 8 d to intermediate office, and then the enormous 1/9 cy to desti-
nation.



St Stephen ∗
Second commonest of all ∗ postmarks.

St Stephen–Fredericton, 1840. Rated collect 41⁄2 d to St Andrews (ten miles distant), and 9 d cy St Andrews–
Fredericton.

s t s t e p h e n n.b. ∗, probably the second commonest of all the New Brunswick ∗ cancels, but unusually,
with the date written in.

s t a n d r ew s n.b. ∗, probably the commonest of all the New Brunswick ∗ cancels.



NS Crown circles
Six offices received double circles enclosing a crown in (July) 1841, Bridgetown (unique), Gays River (two
known), Guysborough, L'Ardoise (not seen), Newport (unique), Port Hood, and of the same group but with-
out a crown, New Glasgow; they are known only to December 1842. All of these offices were upgraded from
way offices to post offices on 6 July 1841.

Port Hood crown
Known March–December 1842.

PortHood (n s)–Halifax,November 1842. Free.

PortHood–Halifax,Oc-
tober 1842.

Rated collect10∂ cy;
distancewas 214miles,
and rate listed in [jgy]
is 11 d cy (or 10 d stg);
Halifax 1 d local deliv-
ery fee was added.



Guysborough crown
Previously known 19 September–20 October 1842.

Guysborough–Halifax, 7 September 1842. On Road Service, evidently official mail with no charge.

New Glasgow uncrown
Same issue as the double circle crown cancels, but without the crown. Known March–October 1842.

New Glasgow (n s)–Halifax, October 1842. Rated collect 7 d cy.



NS paid crowns
Just two offices were issued these, Amherst and St Margarets's Bay (four strikes known). They could have
been used as early as 1845.

Amherst–Calais (ME), 1850. Prepaid 111⁄2 d to the St Andrews-Robbinston exchange, and charged 5¢ to Calais.
Amherst crown is known from 1845, and is usually seen on cross-border mail.

Amherst–Truro, 1851. Paid 3 d, domestic rate. AC: after closing (equivalent to too late).



Weirdos

Halifax double arcs
Known 1788–96. Fewer than ten examples reported.

London to Quebec via Halifax, 1793. Rated paid 3 struck through and replaced by two separate 1/– and 10, pre-
paid packet and rate London–Falmouth; then charged 1/8 cy (equivalent to 1/6 stg, 601–700miles, Halifax–
Quebec).

Red double circle paid applied in London, year at base (1791–94); endorsed Pr the Martha, Captain Brown.



An oddity
f r e d e r i c t o n, 1 6 o c t. 1 5. ∗, apparently made from loose type. Unreported in [jgy], but several examples
are known. An equally weird large Fredericton circle exists, also known 1815.

Fredericton–Bishop of Quebec, 1815. Distance by land about 360miles, but what mattered was road mileage;
evidently, it was 401–500miles at this time, so charged 1/4 cy.



Halifax paid
Known 1817–39, but despite this long use, is relatively scarce (since few covers were prepaid).

Halifax–Saint John, forwarded to Fredericton, 1824. Rated prepaid 9 d cy Halifax–Saint John, and charged 7 d cy
on forwarding. St John fleurons.

Halifax–Fredericton, 1832. Rated prepaid P 11 d cy, H–F.



Gagetown negative
Likely a crown seal (for mail bag tags), with the crown removed.

Gagetown (n b)–Fredericton, 1840. Rated collect 8 d cy; the rate G–Fredericton is believed to have been 4 d, so
this is double rate. Docketting at lower left, Gage Town Canal Commissioners.

gagetown n.b without crown. Of the few examples known, a typical strike.



Fredericton receiver, 1840

Woodstock (n b)–Bridgetown (n s), via Fredericton, 1840. Rated For (warded) 1/1 cy collect, made up from 7 d (W–F)
plus 5 d Fredericton–Bridgetown.

FREDERICTON NEW BRUNSWICK RECEIV'd, applied on receipt at Fredericton, seldom seen.



Temporary-Emergency mark used at Amherst
A postmark device wherein the office name was changeable, to be used either temporarily (while waiting for
the correct hammer to arrive) or in emergencies. In this case, a fire on 6 January 1845 completely destroyed
the Amherst post office. A new hammer was sent out 17 March 1845, and in the interim, the T-E hammer
was used.

Amherst–Halifax, 6 March 1845. Rated paid 9 d cy.

amherst n s temporary-emergency marking. Six strikes reported; January–March 1845.



Halifax circle
Known 1830–38, but almost always very poorly struck.

Deal (Kent)–Musquodoboit via Halifax and
a way office, 1835. Rated collect 2/3 stg
(at left), made up from 1/– stg Kent to
Falmouth plus 1/3 stg packet rate, Fal-
mouth to Halifax). This was converted
to 2/6 cy.

Therewere two additional charges for
the Halifax–M section; 4 d to a way of-
fice, and the 2 d charge on unpaid let-
ters passing through a way office. The
2/7 on reverse is obscure.

Glenavy (CountyAntrim)–Cobourg (u c) via
Halifax, 1836–7. Rated collect 2/8 stg
(at left), made up from 1/5 stgGlenavy–
Falmouth plus 1/3 stg packet rate, Fal-
mouth to Halifax. This was converted
to 3/– cy.

Subsequently charged1/8 cy toQue-
bec, making 4/8 ,cy. There were two
additional charges, 11 d (possibly Que-
bec to somewhere in eastern u c), and
7 d (61–100miles) to destination, to-
talling 6/2 cy. The ms Forw∂ is a mis-
use of the term, standardly in Lower
Canada.

c o bou r g (u c), 1829-type, known
1829–37.

Even this strike of the Halifax circle
is far clearer than average.



Advisory marks
NB refused

St Andrews–Fredericton, 1826. PAID 1/6 cy, double the 9 d rate. Despite being prepaid, the letter was appar-
ently refus∂ .

Fredericton–Hopewell (Westmoreland Co), 1834. Rated collect 7 d cy to the first office on route (plausibly Sussex
Vale), and an additional 4 d to destination (Hopewell did not have post office until the 1840s); but the letter
was Refused.



NB refused

Fredericton–Blissville, 1849.
Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy, but
Refused.

Fredericton–Sunbury, 1849.
Rated collect 41⁄2 d, un-
der 60miles. Refused.

Fredericton–Woodstock, 1849. Rated
collect 7 d, 61–100miles. Re-
fused.



After closing (AC)
AC (After Closing) was often used in the Maritimes; it is the equivalent of Too Late.

St Andrews ∗ n b–Fredericton, 1837. Originally rated Paid 9, struck through, and replaced by AC –9 d cy collect.

St Stephen–Fredericton, 1843. Paid 7 d cy. Paid handstamp reads St Stephens, but datestamp has no third s.



Too late
Too late is much less often seen than AC in the Maritimes.

St John–Quebec, 1845. Rated collect 1/4 cy, 401–500miles (440).

Identical script Too Late handstamps were distributed from London in 1845. St John and Charlottetown
were the only two offices in b n a to receive one. Fewer than five strikes are known for St John.

Chester (n s)–Halifax, 1849. Rated collect 41⁄2 d cy, despite the On H. M. S. notation (mail to the provincial
secretary was only eligible for free franking within ten days of a parliamentary session). Ms Too late.



NB "way"
Ms way means that the letter was handed to a letter carrier on his way. It was to be left at the next post
office (or in the case of n s and n b, possibly at a way office, although this is an unrelated use of the word)
and rated there.

Datelined St Stephen, to Fredericton, 1836. Ms Way; rated collect 41⁄2 d cy at the office it was carried to, probably
St Andrews, then charged an addition 9 d for St A–Fredericton.

Datelined Prince William, to Fredericton, 1849. Ms Way; rated collect 41⁄2 d cy at the office it was carried to. The
letter was a request for a way office at Prince William.



Advertised at Fredericton
All are marked with an ex.

Fredericton–Carleton (Saint John; post
office not open until 1838), 1837. Rated
collect ∂6, a strange rate.

Advertised and not taken

Quebec–Kingston (near Fredericton),
1843. Rated collect 1/2 d cy, 201–
300miles.

advertised & not taken; extremely
rare handstamp.

Fredericton–WO Nashwauk, re-
turned to sender, advertised and
not called for, 1849–50. Ini-
tially rated collect2∂ , the nearby
office or county rate;Not called
for, and charged an additional
2 d for the return to Freder-
icton, where it was

advertised & not taken.



Advertised at Saint John

Fredericton–Salisbury, forwarded to Carleton, Saint John, 1849. Rated collect 9d, Missent to WO SALISBURY, and
readdressed to Carleton. The rare Saint John ADVERTISED NOT TAKEN (known only in 1849) was applied.



NS Post Paid
Halifax encircled POST PAID, known 1790–1815.

Halifax–Fredericton, quadruple, 1810. Prepaid. Rate Halifax–Fredericton was 10 d stg; quadrupled, this is
3/4 d stg, which converts to 3/81⁄2 cy. If the usual order of operations took place, the rate would have been
4× 11 d = 3/8.

One of the few examples where we can definitively say that the multiple rate was determined first in
sterling, then converted to currency (rather than simply multiplying the single rate in currency, which is
what usually occurred).

Straightline halifax known 1804–7 and 1810–2.



Paid NB
Large PAID in circle, Fredericton, known 1823–4

Fredericton–St Johns (alternative name for Saint John), 1823. Rated PAID 7 d cy.



NS & NB money letters
In n s & n b, the money letter system was used, but much less frequently than in the Province of Canada.
Nova Scotian examples are difficult to find and those of New Brunswick are very difficult. They could be
fully prepaid, or totally collect.

No reliable dates are known for the initiation of money letter service in the Maritimes. Money letter
systems were replaced by registration at different times: n s, 6 July 1851; and n b, 6 July 1852.

Nova Scotia (NS)
Sydney–Halifax, 1842. Money

Rated collect2/6 d cy, double rate
(rates only roughly based onmileage)
for one enclosure, plus collect1 d
cy carrier/local delivery fee in
Halifax.

Sydney ∗ known 1834–54.

Annapolis–Halifax, 1846. Money letter

Rated prepaid9 d cy; changed to half-ounce
increments (but still in terms of mileage)
in 1843. Local Halifax delivery fee abol-
ished by this time.

Annapolis datestamp is uncommon; the
paid datestamp is scarcer, as relatively few
letters in theMaritimeswere prepaidwhen
there was an option not to.



NS money letter, nsmoney46

Annapolis–Halifax, 1846. Prepaid 9 d cy. Money.



Nova Scotia to New Brunswick
Two money letters from the same correspondence, about a year apart.

Halifax–Saint John, 1850. Money

Rated collect 1/0 1⁄2, single letter rate Halifax–Saint John.

Halifax–Saint John, April 1851. Money letter

Rated as above; Nova Scotia did not acquire control of its post office until a few months later.

The (Halifax or Saint John) on post office business free double broken circle is scarce, and used to
indicate free postage. It was evidently applied in error, as it was overstruck at Saint John.



New Brunswick money letters

Woodstock–Fredericton, 1843. Large money-letter; only such handstamp in use in New Brunswick (several
examples are known). A rare example of the sender noting the amount enclosed, £4 – –.

Rated prepaid 1/2 cy, double 7 d rate for this route.

Way Office Springfield–Fredericton, free, 1848. No rate marking; On HM Service is not an indication (by itself) of
free mail, simply that it was intended to go through the postal service. Unusual for the Maritimes.



Money letter wrappers
Money letters were put inside these wrappers for transit between post offices, and ultimately signed by the
recipient; wrappers were kept by the destination office, to be destroyed within two years. None have been
reported for n b, p e i, and l c; one is known for u c.

Four white wrappers are known for n s, of which two are shown here, and there is a third in the postmarks
section. The fourth was badly damaged and subsequently repaired, and then exhibited (not by me) without
noting the extensive repairs!

Green wrappers have been reported, but I am skeptical of their existence—they may have been confused
with the later registration wrappers.

Halifax–Annapolis, 7 June 1839. Made of poor quality paper. Signed on the interior by the recipient. Rated
1N6 collect, the postage due on the enclosed cover (there was no fee for the money letter wrapper service
itself). This is likely double 9 d cy.

Signed by recipient. Large sections have been deleted in this image.



Money letter wrapper

Granville–Kentville, forwarded to Bridgetown & Annapolis, 19 July 1839. Printing on the interior is identical to
that of the previous wrapper, but differs on the outside.



Returned letter wrappers
Enclosed letters returned to sender, either because they were refused (typically for the relatively high
postage), or the addressee had moved leaving no forwarding address. Any postage marked was on the re-
turned letter; there was no service charge until about 1852.

Nova Scotia
Two of the five reported pre-1850 n s returned letter wrappers.

Covering wrapper, Halifax,
returned to York (Toronto) via
Quebec, 1831. Collect4N6 cy,
double rate York–Halifax.
Illustrated in [jgy]. Earli-
est b n a returned letter wrap-
per known.

Covering wrapper, Halifax, to Plaister Cove (n s), 1846. Collect 7d cy, Halifax–Plaister Cove.



Nova Scotia returned letter wrapper (1845)

Covering wrapper, Halifax, returned to Londonderry, 1845. Rated collect 41⁄2 + 2 d cy, made up of under 60miles
to another office, then the nearby office or way office rate. Same printing as 1846 example.



New Brunswick returned letter wrapper (1851)
One of two known n b returned letter wrappers (same printing).

Covering wrapper, Saint John, returned to Fredericton, April 1851. Contained two prepaid letters.

Docketing: Letter returned not called for



Soldiers' letters
Soldiers and seaman (sergeants or lower rank) in the British armed forces were entitled to concessionary
postal rates; from 1795, this was 1d stg prepaid. The sender was to write his name, rank. and unit across the
top, and his commanding officer to endorse it at the lower left.

Nova Scotia–UK

On board ship, Halifax to Brighton (Sussex), 1818. Rated large red Pd 1d stg, concessionary rate.

Properly endorsed by sender at top, From Samuel Beck, Seaman, on board HM Ship Leander, Halifax Octr 23
1818, but nonstandardly, Lt Commander M'Dowell has endorsed it just below. In the letter, Beck complains
to his wife that he has just been forced to serve another five years. Likely carried to uk on the Dee.

Plymouth dater with mileage (218, to Brighton).

Halifax–Ballycastle (Ireland), concerning eligibility for Castine Fund, 1821. Rated large red 1d stg (barely visible).

From a sergeant-major, on official business. Letter confirms eligibility of recipient for prize money from
the Castine fund, for having taken part (as a member of the 62nd Regiment of Foot) in the reseizure of a
British ship from the American navy near the Penobscot River. It was used as a form processed by the
Castine Fund officials, including date of receipt and other details.

Faint black Halifax n s Paid dater (almost always in red), & red double framed Dublin lozenge.



Soldier's letters to Nova Scotia
Although 17 years apart, both addressed to the same small town, Clyde River.

India soldier's letter to Clyde River (Shelburne, n s), 1834. Possibly unique example of an india soldier &c ratestamp (in
this case, Robertson/Tabeart Insol–5, 1823–1848) on a cover to bna.

Charged 1 d stg concessionary rate and 2 d stg captain's gratuity; translated to 4∂cy due. Carried on
the Lady Pelham from Falmouth to Halifax (this accounts for the Packet endorsation). Faint Halifax circle
datestamp.

London–Clyde River, soldier's letter, 1851. From Stephen Nicholson Seaman, on board HM Ship Albion. Soldier's letter
fee paid by penny red. Backstamped at Shelburne and Halifax.



Soldier's letter, 1841
Bermuda–Halifax–Liverpool–Halifax–Montreal, missent . . .

Bermuda–Halifax–Liverpool–Halifax–Montreal, missent to Liverpool, . . . , 1841. Traverses the loop b n a–uk–b n a.
Rated Paid 1d.

On reverse, faint Bermuda Paid large circular datestamp (fifth example recorded in black); missent to liv-

erpool england oval (second reported example; Robertsonm4, proofed 3December 1840, not seen). Standard
red Montreal double circle.

FromHamilton (Bermuda), likely carried byMargaret, arriving atHalifax; mistakenly put aboard the Acadia,
arriving in Liverpool; missent handstamp applied. Sent back to Halifax on Caledonia, thence by land to
Montreal.
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